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gards it as a duty ta assemble a efficient military and naval force at
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"and Governor
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INDIANS WITNESS

Princeton, N. J Feb. 22. The next
president of the United States gave
up his seat on a train, today o a wo
man who was standing! in the aisle,
TO
She was not near him, at that, but
at the other end of the car when he
spied her, arose, bowed and beckoned for her to taKe me seat he had
vacated.
She smiled, thanked him
and took it. .
Governor Wilson made the trip CHIEFTAINS ARE PRESENT AT
here from New York ou an accomBEGINNING OF WORK ON NAmodation train. A holiday . crowd
TIONAL MEMORIAL
was aboard .and he stood1 for nearly
Kah-waan hour unti'J the train reached
He was hardly settled down in MONUMENTTOVANISHING RACE
his seat when he saw the woman
standing an promptly surrendered
BIG STATUE OF ABORIGINE WILL
i
it.

--

'

EDITION

FIREMEN SAVE J.IVES.
Kansas City, Feb. 22-- A cat and
I
her- five new born kittens were the
only things saved from the plant of
the Kansas City, Kansas, Hardwood
which burned
flooring company,
today with a loss of $30,000.
The cat, dripping with water and
carrying a kitten in her mouth, ap
peared at the front door, laid the
kitten at the feet of the watchman,
lra Cass, and started hack. Cass MEASURE IS PRACTICALLY IDENpicked up the mother and its offering
TICAL WITH THAT WHICH
and toid Fire Captain Robert Maher
PASSED THE HOUSE.
that its nest was in a corner near the

SALARY

BILL

the most convenient point of embarkation io be available if the next administration wisnes io use it."
TO
Supplementing the infantry
there wnl be attached to the
expeditionary force a company of engineers from either tne Second or
T hird
battalion, in the discretion of
General Carter;, field hospital No.
THE TAFT GOVERNMENT ORDERS 3, and ambulance company No. 3 and RELATIVES OF THOSE WHO PER
V Company, signal corps, all now
ISHED ON THE TITANIC CAN
TROOPS TO BE READY TO
at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
CLAIM DAMAGES
MOVE PUICKLY
A sufficient artillery force has al,
wall.
ready been, attached to the, brigade
Maher cut a hole in, the board wall GOVERNOR EXPECTED
AN
INJUNCTION
EMERGENCIES PREPARED FOR in the Fourth field artillery (mount MODIFIES
TO VETO
ed) stationed at Fort D, A.. Russell,
with an axe, took out the four blintf
should
orders
The
kittens and then went on fighting
Wyoming.
bring
WITH
TROUBLE
MEXICO the Fifth brigade, assembled at Gal- SOME TIME AGO STEAMSHIP COMIF
the flames.
HOWEVER, THERE ARE FEW PEOSTAND ON STATE N ISLAND
PANY PUT BLOCK IN THE
veston, up to an effective strength
BREAKS OUT NEW PRESIDENT
PLE WHO RE ABLE TO TELL
of about 3,50 i men. The troops will
FACING THE SEA
MURDERED A BABY.
WHEELS OF LITIGATION
CAN ACT PROMPTLY
WHAT HE WILL DO.
FRISCO GETS WATER.
stationed at Fort
be temporarily
Santa Fe, N. M, Feb. 22. The
Feb!
22.
San
Fran
Washington,
Crockett on Galveston island and the
body of an infant was found in tne
cisco's protracted fight for the use SPEECHES ARE ALL
TOTAL $10,000,000
RUMORS OF MORE WARFARE supply depot will be established at CLAIMS
ELOQUENT Santa Fe river here iae yesterday DOVEOF
"SMILING"
resof the Hetch-ketchas
a
valley
PEACEjS
Texas City.
afternoon and is now at the morgue.
ervoir site was won by the city toA cursory examination leads to the
The general staff estimates that
DECISION HOLDS THAT ALL AC- day as far as the army advisory PRESIDENT TAFT MAKES OPENIN THE LOWER BRANCH EVERYSEVERAL STATES IN SISTER REthe Twenty-eightbelief that the baby was several days
infantry, the most
ING ADDRESS AND CHIEFS
board, on which Secretary Fisher's
TIONS MUST BE FILED BEBODY BOOSTS HIS COLLEAPUBLIC REFUSE TO ACKNOWL-EDGremote from Galveston, stationed at
old when thrown into the river and
decision will be based, is concerned
SPEAK IN REPLY
FORE APRIL 15
HUERTA
GUE'S LEGISLATION.
Fort Snelling, near St. Pain, Minn.,
was
that
death
An
to
due
crowning.
The board declared the Hetch-Hetchshould arrive by Wednesday.
has been ordered to ascerinquest
project is $20,000,000 cheaper than
New Mexico Soldiers to Go.
tain the cause of death. Officers ttre
New VorK, Feb.
22. Twenty-ninUnited
New York, Feb. 22. The
Feb. 22. Consular
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 22. The bigWashington,
any other feasible project for fur- ac
as
"annot
a
As
rule,
blooded
infantry,
lull
westIndian
from
chiefs
making an investigation '
circuit court of appeals today nishing an adequate supply of wat-- j
States
reports today indicate a more general
gest
day's work in the history of the
much without cava'ry sup- - handed down a decision which
i in reservations,
bedecked in the re- permits er to be had.
acceptance of the new order of! complish
present legislature was accomplished
port, u tne present pom., ib 10 ue
galia of their rank, marched stolidly
reIatives o Titanic victims to
things in Mexico.
yesterday and indications now are
for eventualities s .o he pur- - mfmce
the hill at Fort Wadsworth, Staten GRAFT HONEY LOST
up
the
At Vera Cruz where serious resistthat after a few more scraps in the
imnieiliateIy against
,
today feamship company for full damage3.
Island, today with their "great white
ance was threatened. Consul Canada sued to a
house and a caucus or two in the sen- DID
IMMENSE
was given to General carter to The
father" President Taft, and members
decisioa ig & vlctory for the ,aw.
reports the military authorities have' order
j ate it will be possible to wind up the-uie neconu
at
iaivesiou
asseniuie
of
his official family. At the crest of
work
with
will
the
and
the
death
session with every needed piece of
claimants,
yers representing
acquiesced
DAf.IAGr.IN CHICAGO the hill, the highest point on the
new administration.
The consul at cavalry division, commanded by iirig. who were opposed by the steamship
legislation
accomplished.
Atlantic coast between New York and
Mazatlau reports recognition of the adier General Tasker H. Bliss. This company's attorneys in the hearings a
The big job in the senate was tie
Ninin
and
of
is
the
Fourth
composed
few days ago.
provisional government and General
RECENT FALL OF SLEET IS RE- Florida, they formed a silent group as POLICE CAPTAIN SWEENEY
DID passage by the vote of 20 to 4, ot
are scattered
the president upturned a spade-ful- l
of
The ruling of the court modified
Huerta by the state of Sinaloa, which cavalry. The troops
the finance committee salary bill,
TO
NOT
CARE
HAVE
PORTED
WELL
CAUSED
FOR
HIS
and New Mexwi
an injunction issued some months agj
earth, breaking ground for the nationalso had shown signs of resistance. through Texas
which, with a tew amendments, is
LOSS OF $1,000,000.
FUNDS
Troops Ready to Move.
al American Memorial, a
The same is true of the state of
court preventing
bronze
Identical with the measure as passed
by the admiralty
The Fifth brigade, Second division claimants from
statue of an Indian warrior, which will
Nuevo Leon.
New York, Feb. 22. Money, which by the house. The only amendment
bringing suits within
Chicago, Feb. 22. Damage caused
But most Important ot all is the of the reorganized army, consisting the year allowed by law. In order by the sleet storm which gripped this tower 1G5 feet above the highest ele- it is alleged, Police Captain Dennis adopted which affects first class
commanddeclaration of Governor of four infantry regiments,
to bring the matter to an issue A. L ctiy for thirty hours was today esti vation around New York harbor, a Sweeney, who is under indictment, counties was one cutting out the f 30o
reported
F. A. Smith,
General
ed
by
Brigadier
Carranza that local opposition in
Brougham, a New York lawyer, rep- mated at $l,0uU,0O. Although the tribute to a vanishing race.
took for police protection In his Har allowance to sheriffs for horse hire.
The guns of the fort roared a na- lem precinct, was turned to
The salaries of school superintendhas been abandoned and that he has been ordered to Galveston, Tex., resenting 200 claimants, violated the fall of rain and sleet stopped1 early
speculato embark for forwill act in accordance with the new to be in readiness
and was declared in today, the city still is isolated from tional salute of 21 guns at the mo- tion in stocks, according to evidence ents in the fifth class counties are
injunction,
service.
provisional government The only eign
contempt, thereby bringing the issue the outside world, as practically ail ment the president placed his foot on which District Attorney Charles S. cut.
is no present purpose, offiThere
Bernalillo county's hoodoo was on
sign of discord reported today is in
promptly to the attention of the high- telegraph wires are down and it will the spade. As he stepped back, Chief Whitman said today had come into his
the outlying district of Acapulco. cials say, of dispatching, the troops er court
24 hours before repairs can be Hollow Horn Bear of the Yankton Sioux possession. It was allesred that two the job and Senator Earth as usual
be
to Mexico. Today's
came forward from the group and up- Government troops from the Acos-t- a from Galveston
Today's decision opens the way for made!
large and active accounts In Sweeney's seized the opportunity of making an
is simply one of the steps tas-e- n
order
ass of himself. The senator was utturned a second bit of. earth with the name were found
Grande region, however, have been
suits
of
the
by
immediate
"bringing
yesterday In stock
to have the troops ready for any
concentrated there.
thighbone of a buffalo. That done, the brokerage houses on Wall street.
terly opposed to. the bill and wanteri
or heirs of every one of the
relatives
is
Storm
Michigan
Swept'
Is intimated
to
ad"
have it amended so that his home
a
an
to
sneech
wi,h
rePlied
There is some doubt as to the atti- emergency. In fact, it
22.-1,600 or more persons last on the
of thejchief
It was said that the brokers wou!J
Detroit, Mich, Feb.
to protude of the people of Cananea and that one of the purposes is
" itiueiu. as uunow be subpoenaed before the grand ju:.v county would be in the second class.
is most severe storms of the winter isu,TOH u
these
suits
The
of
ship.
aggregate
that of the troops at Agua Prieta. vide President Wilson with the prop- expected to exceed $10,000,000. All raging today over practically all ofj.Hom Bear's voice died
the early next week to furnish .vidence re- The senate did not seem impressed-witThere is a report of rebel activity er facilities to carry out any plan suits, however must be commenced be northern and western Michigan. At blar9 and stnPes 'e"e run P a Ereat
the argument, and no one took
garding these accounts. It is said that
the trouble to reply to the oratory of
near San Luis Potosi and a demand he may have in contemplation regard- fore April 15, a year after the date of
the
to
of
nearbyPle
rythm
the0a
in
blizzard
of
main
a
the
worst
had
the
been
Sweeney
Petoskey
the senator from Bernalillo. During:
of surrender of that town, but nothi- ing the Mexican situation, but the the disaster.
is nrevailine and fears are ex-- i dian folksongs, sung by the chieftains. heavy loser 'in his speculations.
does not comof
course,
movement,
the course of his remarks Senator
to
indicate what rebels these are,
ngWhen it reached the top, the band
the
fishermen
of
for
safety
pressed
Barth took occasion to reprimand
Train service is stii! irregular mit him in any way to a policy of
out
broke
"Star
with
the
Spangled
who left yesterday for the fishing
Banner."
quite
severely a young newspaper
throughout Mexico, though the capi- forcible intervention.
IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL grounds on Little Traverse Bay. They
A
American Writers in Trouble
man from Albuquerque. The scribe,
tal is in communication with Vera
The
of the Indians marked
gathering
is
not
and
have
returned
it
thought
On the strength of representations
Cruz.
according to the senator, had made
lost or in the ice have the last time perhaps, that so many
GETS INTO TROUBLE they are either
insolent remarks directed toward hint
Consul General Shanklin at Mexi- made in numerous telegrams received
chiefs
native
will
assemble
in
the
is
Railroad
traffic
seriously
perished.
FOR OLD MYSTERY and had even threatened
co City reports the Heyser family, from the southwest, Senator Ashurst
to "pan"
east.
75
Most
of
are
them
between
ly delayed by the deep snow.
the portly senator in his paper. The
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Mills, Mr. of Arizona today made an urgent ap
and 80 years old. Some of them
and Mrs. Whitney J. Rider, the Julio peal to the state department to inter- GENERAL COMMISSIONER IS ACcrowning outrage, according to the
fought against Custer, among' these
CUSED OF HAVING ACCEPTED
TWIGG AND
HIS
BETHROTHED
ADDITIONAL CANAL WORK.
Llmantour family and the Mendiza- - vene in Mexico to the extent of maKsenator, was that the reporter ia
Hollow
who
Chief
Horn
Bear,
being
TRANSPORTATION.
SUPPOSED TO HAVE BEEN
ing an effort to prevent the execution
bel family are safe and well.
Panama, Feb. 22. It is estimated stands six feet four Inches tall, and
question had' asked the senator conKILLED BY GAS
affected by this of John Kenneth Turner, an AmeriThe regiments
that recent slides in the Culebra cut Chief
cerning the political significance of
more than
Washington, Fab. 22. beeretary of the Panama canal will cause an 70 years old, tall,
new order are the Fourth infantry, can newspaper man, taken into cuscertain measures pending in the senas a pine
straight
Fort Crook, Neb., and r'prt Snelling, tody by the Huerta government charg- Nagel has made a report to Presi- additional excavation of five and a tree and one ofthe finest specimens Cumberland, Md., Feb. 22. The ate. The senator concluded by deand dent Taft on the official conduct of half million cubic yards of earth. The
mystery of the death of Charles Twgig manding the protection of the senate
Minn.; the Seventh at Fort Leavn-worth- ; ed with stirring' up disession
of the Indians alive today.
Daniel J. Keefe, of Detroit, commis- total excavation of the canal is now
Grace Elosser in a room of the against further attacKS by the press.
and
the Nineteenth at Fort Leav- being an active partisan of Madero.
was chief of
Desioner general of immigration, and estimated at 218,000,000 cubic yards, the
The lieutenant governor was visibly
enworth, Fort Meade, S. D., and Fort
Custer scouts.1 Others were Chief Elosser home on the last day of
ibf which
Keefe's
that
has
recommended
resigeve
Vera
Cruz
is
was
which
h
1910,
inthe
of impressed with the remarks of the
cember,
Twenty-eightLoyal
has
cubic
190,000,000
yards
Sill, Okla., and the
Two Moons aged SO, nearly blind and
Mexico City, Feb. 22. The reported nation be demanded.
been completed.
fantry at Fort Snelling.
almost hidden by feathers, bespeaking the proposed marriage- of the couple, gentleman from lternalillo and reof
the
the
head
The
adminnew
to
ueen
is
believed
federal
to
the
have
solved. Mrs. quested that the audience keep silent
alleges
report
movement
antagonism
These troops will be in
his prowess; and Pretty Voice Eagle
Marshall
her
Willison
and
within a few hours, as nearly a week istration on the part of officials immigration service has accepted
sister, Mrs. while the orator and the lieutenant
of the Sioux, 70 odd, who carries in
WATERBURY REGAINS TITLE.
Pearl Mangold, the preseni occupa its really said orator was addressing
ago the division commander, Major the state of Vera Cruz was disposed free transportation for himself and
21
in
70
bullets
his
body
fights
picked
New
York, Feb. 22. Lawrence
r
of the house in which the
General Carter, was instructed to of this morning at a conference be- family from railroads and steamships.
the senate.
government
won and skirmishes with
who
of
New
York,
Waterbury,
were
considered
acts
of
These
alleged
two
occured
have them placed in position for im- j tween Enrique Copeda, governor
The vote on Mr. Barth 's propositions
ago,
years
tragedy
troops and neighboring tribes.
were overcome yesterday by carbon to put Bernalillo in- the second class
the federal district, t nd the civil and by Secretary Nagel as sufficiently the national amateur raquet
mediate foreign service.
A
witnessed
distinguished gathering
seven years ago, regained
serious to be called to tile president's
monoxide gas. The two women were resulted as follows:
military authorities.
Troops will Move Quickly.
defeated the memorial exercises. The plan had
he
when
the
title
today
the
commissioner
attention
because
facill-All railroad transportation
j
rescued
by a neighbor, who rushed n
Ayes Aildredge, Barth, Doepp, Evits
The
inception several years ago.
in
Rumors of Discontent
them to the po i sir ans, Hinkle, McCoy, Mabry, Walto
and
general of immigration necessarily Harold F. McCormick of Chicago
ties have been arranged; wagons
dragged
au-is
monument
erected
under
being
chamannual
Mexico City, Feb. 22.- - Acceptance deals officially with railroads and the final match of the
where they were resuscitated.
the soldiers
have been .provided;
thority from conaress, by a commitThe theory of poisoned "kisses ' was
have packed tneir haversacks, rolled of the new administration in Mexico steamships in connection with immi- pionship tournament at the Kacquet tee of which Rodman Wanamaker is
Nays Abeytia, Bowman,
Hunts,
and Tennis club. Scores:
one
of the several theories o. ;,.ncod Clark, Crampton,
their tents and blankets and are is not so general as was at first gration cases.
Gallegos, Hartt,
the head.
13-ready tfi entrain within an hour after thought. To the states of Coahulla,
President Taft said in his address: at the lime of Hie double tragedy, but Holt, Ilfeld. Laughren Miera, Navar- which
the
is
the
order.
from
It
received
have
Yucatan,
and
Sonera
ASKS FOR PRAYERS.
they
"For two centuries the North Mrs, Louisa E. Elosser, raoMvr of the ro, page, Pankey, Romero, Sulzer
16.
calculated that some of the troops moment of the overthrow of Frairfisi o
Kansas City, Fob. 22. An epitaph
American Indians had a right to be dead girl, believed it was car'iou monoxide gas that killed the two. The
will begin to arrive in Galveston by Madero declared they were not in ac- In Latin and instructions for, his funThe vote on the final passage jf
treated, not as a relic of irehistorlc
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
tomorrow night or Monday mornmg cord with the new conditions, must eral and burial were found today
man, but as an existing force with case of the two women yesterday is the bill resulted as follows:
sub- and the entire brigade, should be now he added part of the state of among papers
Ayes Abeytia,
,ro!.i and tniir.P.iiaio m.,1 direct in-- ! regarded by the authorities as
Bowman, Burns,
by Bishop John
belief.
her
,
tie-Clark, Crampton,
ready to embark if necessary on the Oaxaca, where lite Serrnmlo Indians Joseph llogitn, of the Catholic diocese
stantiating
Gallegos, Hartt,
fluence upon the settlement and
In tne old Elosser home pieces of Holt, Ufe'id, iAUghren. Miera, Navar- army transports Kllpatrick, Sumner have refused to recognize the govern- of western Missouri, who died hea'o
Washington, Feb. 22 Senate: Mot velonment of this country bv the
and McClellan upon the arrival of ment ot Provisional President Huerta, yesterday. It was the bishop's wish at 11 a. m.
biickhad beeu placed In the. chimney ro, Page, Pankey, Romero, ar.i gvil
white race."
thoso vessels at Galveston.
The governor of Oaxaca is so alarmed that no flowers bo used at the funto lessen the draft. An accumulation zer, republicans, and Aildredge, llin- Senator linuidegee read Washingaivi
chief
Indian
In his reply the
Await Action On Madero Case.
by the disturbed conditions In the eral and that the funeral be not "con. ton's farewell address.
he and his companions considered - soot naa later completely closed the kle, Doepp and Walton, democrt tu.
A summary execution of Madero, state capital that he has asked for
Took up river and harbor
ducted through thronged thoroughthemselves from this day forward aperture and the gas had overcom
NaysBarth, Evans and
from Mexico City, women.
regarded aa the constitutional presitwo
the
bill.
and McCoy, republican.
democrats,
fares, but rather through the least
States..
of
the
United
citizens
dent of Mexico, and his constitutionBetween the federal capital and (he frequented streets of tne city."
The hill now goes to the housa
Agreed to vote Tuesday on house
al advisors, without duep rocess of port of Vera Cruz, also, conditions are The directions and epitaph are in bill to create department of labor,
SUFFRAGETTES
STILL MARCH. where it is likely that the amendTAFT'S LAST SPEECH.
law might possibly oe Interpreted as very uncertain. Bodies of federal a letter addressed to
Havre da Crace, Md., Feb. 22. Af- ments will bo concurred In without,
Eulogies were delivered on late; New York, Feb. 22. President
Bishop Thomas
o
demonstrating the absence of proper troops have been sent to the cities of F.'Lillls, coadjutor The suggested Senator Rayner of Maryland anil late Tuft is spending Washington's Birth- ter a good night's rost ncro the
delay and the bill pent to 1h- govergovernment in Mexico and of the ex-- Jalapa and Orizaba in the sjnte of epitaph, translated, read:
band of suffrage piIgTims marched nor.
of Rhodo Is- day in New York, making what ore
Utter
Representatives
Jstence of a practical stato of anar- - Vera Cruz to maintain the balance of
There are men here who do not
"Herein are buried the ashes of hinds and Wedcnuiycr of Michigan.
probably his last public appearances out of Havre de Grace with fur ranks
chy, according to some of the admin-- power.
to
outside of Washington before retire- - this morning for Eclairo, Md., 14 hesitate to declare that the governor
in
John Joseph Hogan, first bishop of
MncVcagh
resKinse
Secretary
istration officials. However, it was
The Indians in the state of Oaxaca Kansas City. Born in the year 1S29. Peindexter resolution, sent explnnn-- j went from the presidency.
miles distant, where it wa3 planned win promptly veto the measure in
He
positively stated
today that there have gone on the warpath from perto stay tonight.
re-after
;
from
for
shortly
rived
jtion of authority
for him."
Washington
form, but it maybe said for
issuing order
was no present Intention of utilizing sonal motives. Felix Diaz is a native
before
The hikerg seemed eager for the certain that the governor haa mad
and
in
7
this
o'clock
of
customs
morning
quiring
deposit
receipts
'
the armed forces of the United of that state and the Indians declare
the city was astir he and his party day's tramp jid were cteered by the no such declaration and it is almost
national banks.
States to back up the attitude of that inasmuch as he has not been
THE TRAINING bEASON.
driven to the home of his broth-Ne- knowledge that they had a good road equally ccxtala that the governor wiil
were
Met
m.
10:30
at
a.
House:
President Taft's administration, but made president of the republic, if it
York, Feb. 22. Ten of the
farewell address read, er, Henry W. Taft, for breakfast. before them in conrras to the mud make no announcement upon tho subWashington's
it will be left to President Woodrow i3 necessary to appoint a provisional .New York American league club, HeMeWed
economy fight on the navy Mrs. Taft and ber sister, Mrs. Thorn- through which they plowed yester- ject until the lni roaches iiiia in tlso
Wilson and his secretary of state to president, Fidencio Hernandez, anoth- - players sailed
for Bermuda. bill.
as Laughlin, accompanied the presi- day. A brief Elop was to bo made regular course. When Governor
today
determine what shaft be done. Mean-The rest of the squad will leave
Baltimore
befoie
dent, as did Major Rhoade3, t!s aids, at Chure.hvi!i9. Mbout m'.tlwar ha. i
exporters
shipping
lille 'b" on I twins administration re
Conttniied on Page Four)
March i.
and Charles D. Hilles, his secretary. tween here and Belaire, for 'runchocn.
trmt investigating committee.
XCoEt5rms3 on rpr? Four)
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TWO

'

DIOCESE IS

0

10

CELEBRATE

ANNIVERSARY
ROMAN
CATHOLIC
PRELATES
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
GATHER IN PORTO RICO.
San Juan,

Porto Rico, . Feb. 22.
Princes ol the church, archbishops,
bishops, monsignori, dignitaries by
the score and hundreds of priests are
in San Juan ready to tike part in the
week's celebration ef the four hundredth anniversary of the creation
of the Roman Catholic diocese of Por-tRico. The diocese is the oldest in
the Americas and was erected by
Pope Julius II in 1511.
Manso, the first
Bishop Alfonso
bishop to reach tne new world, arrived in Porto Rico in. 1513. He died
in 1539 and his body was buried in
the cathedral in San Juan, where the
bodies of many of the fifty bishops
of the diocese have been deposited.
This cathedral marks the site of the
mother church in the Americas.
While much of the present building
is modern parts of it date back to
the very beginning of the seventeenth century.
'
The final .details of the program
for the four hundredth anniversary
celebration were completed today.
The, celebration is to be conducted
on a scale of great pomp and magThe Roman Catholic
nificence.
church in the old world as well as
the new will be represented. The
church in Spain has sent as ner representative Cardinal Aimarez of Seville. From the United States has
come a highly distinguished delegation of prelates, headed by Cardinal
Farley of New York and Archbishop
Blenk of New Orleans. Others in
the party include Bishop Gunn of
Natchez, Miss., and Bishop Norris of
Uttle Rock. Archbishop Pernada of
Santiago and Bishop Estrada of Havana are at the head of a large party
of Cuban churchmen here for the
celebration. From Mexico and from
the various countries of Central and
South America aiso have come disof the
tinguished representatives
church to take part in the commemoration exercises.
Cardinal Farley will be the central
figure at the celebration of the high
pontifical mass with which the celebration will be ushered in tomorrow
One thousand persons will
morning.
compose the procession, which will
move around the historic cathedral
before taking part in the solemn service, at which will be read a message of greeting and words of blessing from Pope Pius X.
Cardinal Fariey, as celebrant, will
have precedence over all the visiting
o

prelates at the mass, and wilt alone
bear the crozier. His eminence will
be seated on a small platform
with cloth of gold, as will a!- Cardinal Aimarez of Sevi:.e. VI. J.
head of the diocese has relinquished
the throne to Cardinal Farjey and a
special throne has been erected fol
the Spanish prelate. The cardinals
and archbishops will be attended by
deacons of honor.
Following the pontifical high mass
there will be other impressive religious services during the week, but
the greater portion of the program
will be devoted to literary exercises
and to various functions to be given
under the auspices of the religious
and educational organizations connected with the church in Porto Rico.
Archbishop Blenk of New Orleans,
who won wide popularity here during
the several years that he served as
bishop of Porto Rico, has met with
a most enthusiastic welcome on his
return and, with Cardinal Farley and
the other visiting American prelates,
is the recipient of many attentions.
On Monday next the archbishop of
New Orleans is to officiate at a special service, when the bod" of Ponce
de Leon, the first governor of Porto
Rico and remembered
by every
American schoolboy for his reputed
quest of the fabled fountain of youth,
wili be placed In a crypt in an elaborate monument that has been erected
in the cathedral In his memory.
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NOTES.

is advocated by
city.

in

a clergyman

that

Tin number of men in trading vessels ;a April, 1911, from whom seamen
rey
and Blockers of the Royal
serves can be recruited, was tuuritei:
thousand in the sailor's department
and six thousand in the engineers' deS-v-

partment

Efforts to obtain the passage of a
day
law providing for an eight-hou- r
for all engineers in the state of Wash
ington will be made at the present
session of, the state legislature by
members of the International Union
of Steam Engineers.
Maryland, Arizona and Minnesota
passed laws last year modeled on the
uniform child labor law, which was
drawn up by the national child labor
committee and unanimously adopted
by the American Bar association at
its annual meeting last AugusL
The organized working girls of Chicago have pledged themselves for one
week to forego pie, picture shows,
candy, carfare, ice cream sodas,
dances. The money saved as the result of this seven days' abstinence is
to go to an organization fund to be
extended in organizing the 125,0000
working women of Chicago.
Statistics show that the average
production for each man employed in
coal mining in 1911 was 524 tons in
exceptionthe anthracite mines-- an
ally large tonnage and 738 tons in
the bituminous mines. The average
daily production for each man employed was 2.13 short tons in the hard
coal mines and 3.50 tons in the soft
coal mines.
In his annual report to the
legislature the superintendent
of prisons says that the net earnings
of the prison industries for the year
weret $192,280, an increase over the
previous year of $55,335. The total
shipments since the institution of the
industrial department in 1897, have
amounted to $10,548,401, the total earn
ings of the same period aggregating
New-Yor-

I

The approximate number or wage
hi Canada is estimated at

earners

1,237,000.
Forty-si-

states have enacted

me-

chanics' lien laws to protect workers'
wages.
Carpenters at Springfield, O., will
ask for an increase of 5 cents an hour, $1,704,217.
to take effect May 1.
April 14 has been fixed as the date
CENTRAL LEAGUE MEETING
for the declaration of a general strike
in Belgium by the national council of
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 22. Presi
dent Heilbronner and nearly all of
workingmen's organizations.
Makers' International union the club owners of the Central league
r
Hads in payments of benefits to its are on hand in anticipation of the
in death Ipnani. meeting here tomorrow. The
members, with $251,077.41
benefits and $201,296.03 in sick ben- meeting will adopt a playing schedule
and dispose of other business prelimefits.
The coniensation commission, cre- inary to the beginning of the training
of the
sted by the last general assembly of season. The rearrangement
the
breaking
two
years, circuit consequent upon
Missouri, has, after nearly
organization of last
completed th draft of a bill which It up of the
j
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MOVING PICTURES

ST Z-FOR USE IN

A Wonderful Remedy That U Natural
Aid and Relieve the Tenuon.
Mother's Friend, a tamous external rem1
able to
edy, is the only one known that
Cfach all the different parts Involved. It

I

22,

ClnCH

deration to your Spring Costume. We are prepared to assist ycu
in your selections and are showing: an excellent variety of the
BE-

H. Jones,
Recently the Rev.
lur-muis a penetrating application aiier iu lubrichurch
of
Reformed
the
of a noted fainllv dmaor. and
First
pastor
tendon
cate! every muscle, nerve, Uhbub orstrained
L.
of
I., after seeing
Valley
Stream,
to
the
affected.
It goes directly
relieves all a moving picture based on the story
portion and gently but surely
tendency to aoreneitg or Birain. no
be
Bunyan's immortal "Pilgrim's
will
pain, no of
By its daily use there
laceration Progress," returned to his congregadistroiia, no nusea, no dancer of will
be one
or otuer accident, and the period
tion, handed In his resignation and
of supreme comfort and joyful anticipation.
la
Friend
limber's
women
all
To
voung
said:
one of the greatest ol ail helpful influences,
"I realized that I was wasting my
lor it robs childbirth of all Its agonies and
and dread,
for I had before me living chardangers, dispels all the doubt
time,
all sense of fear, and thus enables the minda
acters whose actions as they unfoldand body to await the grin test event in
woman's life with untrammeled gladness. ed their sublime story were far more
Mother's Friend is a most cherished
and Is ot potent than anything X could say in
remedy In thousands of homes,
auch peculiar merit and value as to make It the pulpit.
A religious subject, thus
essentially one to be recommended by all
and reverently treated, in
women.
tactfully
Yon will find it on sale at all drug stores
at $100 a bottle, or the drurcint will gladly my opinion, will be more to advance
get it for vou If you Insist upon it. Moth
the cause of religion and to uplift
er'a Friend Is prepared only by the Brad-fiel- d
Regulator Co., 13T Lamar BIdg., At- humanity than a thousand eloquent
lanta, Ga., who will send you by mail, preachers ever can hope to accomsealed, a very instructive hook to expectant
mothers. Write for it
plish by their oratory."

IN

THE TRAINING CAMPS.
Kansas City Star.

The Veteran Pitcher.
The veteran pitcher takes his time,
Though he never ws known to
shirk;
But he knows how to bring his salary wing
Into tune for the season's work.
He nurses his arm with the tenderest

care,

for a
farm;
season has imposed a difficult task But he lobs up the pill quite gently
will recommend to the legislature.
No organization in New York, ex- - upon the magnates. It is their una
until
He gets all the kinjes from his arm.
eppt the Hotel Workers' Union, has nimous opinion, however, that good
given the I. W. W. recognition so far, financial results 'will follow the short
ci- He smiles at the busher who's burnand in an official statement issued by tening of the circuit by letting the
new
to
the
end
eastern
go
it recently it was declared that there ites of the
ing 'em over,
Interstate league and retaining tna
had been no affiliation.
Just to show all the stuff that he's
The placing of women college grad-- i others ho as to form a compact circuit
got;
iiiitos on the St. Louis police force, with comparatively short jumps. Un For he knows he'l
te there with
whose duty would he to watch way-- j less South Bend is successful in Its
something to spare,
When the days of the summer
ward girls and keep the eye of the! efforts to get back Into the league the
law on tenements and sweatshops, circuit will consist of six clubs. With
grow hot.
And he wouldn't cut loose

b

j

The Busher Going Up.
How different the youth who is out
to make
In

good,

the

cold damp days of the
spring;
His speed is a fright, nis curves are
a sight;
y
Says the catcher: "He's got every
thing." f

Gave Exhibitiors Himself.
The clergyman then procured a,
motion picture projecting machine,
proceeded to Freeport and gave an
exhibition at which, it is declared, every member from every church In the
town was present. The peculiar phenomenon in so large a gathering of
churchgoers to hear a pastor was
that none fell asleep.
That the motion picture is to become one of ihe most powerful agencies ever employed in the work of
the church is the conclusion reached
by many of the prominent leaders in
religion and social uplight in America.

"Each day," said Thomas

A. Edi-

son, in a recent conversation about
the use of cinematography in the
public Bchools, "I want to put in a

little drama a short one showing
some simple story that will interest
the children and will teach a moral;
something where the good boy gets
rewarded and the bad one punished1."
Such Things Won't Do In Books.
This sort of thing treated in ? book
would simply disgust or irritate the
average boy; but when he sees the
actual deed and rewarding going on
before his very eyes, the effect is
different; he cannot escape the impression that here is actual life and
that right doing is m admirable
thing. This is tin ilea that recently prompted Prof. .Milton Fairchild of
Baltimore, In a lecture before the
teachers of Toperfa, to advocate the
appointment of a "moral instructor"
by the University ot Kansas to go
about the state with a motion picture
giving "visual instruction" in the effects of righteousness and wickedness.
That the moving picture is training the sympathy of the moden
1
child can scarcely be doubted.
myself, noticed child on crying in e
little theater when they saw the innocent boy in the picture taken into
his home to he punished for a de2
he did not commit; when I was a
youngster we stood giggling outside
the door waiting with unholy gi3a
for the first r.ounds of lamentation.

The batters complain that they haven't had time
To focus their eyes on the ball;
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
And they yell at the kid to cianip on
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
the lid,
Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
And save some of his stuff for the
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigfall.
nature Is on each box. 25c.
His smoke is the talk of the whole
training camp,
But wait till the batters get right,
He'll find that it' takes a head find
the breaks
To succeed in the heat of the fight.

The Biggest Thing Yet
In a Hot Porridge
is a. smooth, rich. cre my bit nd of the

flavors

Post

of

wheat, corn

a.rvd

rice

avern bpecia

This surprisingly good hot porridge is noted for a distinctive flavor, backed by
A
L
;
the nourkhino'& rnlJhVr
fT?t
un .,.,f
vi tt,
iuiw rt(
iTlUlCritdll lltlU JJIdUli.
ltlltl UI1CC
r:-- 1J

For a winter dish, served
piping hot at breakfast time,t it is a winner.

Tomorrow's Breakfast
At Grocers everywhere.
POSTUM CEREAL CO.,

All

vVe

garments in exclusive styles.

r

ready-to-wea-

are also showing a beautiful line of Spring Shoes.
COME I

AND SEE THE NEW STYLES

Laa VeaLGidin Store

S.$0$enffltz$ 6 Son
Established

$

I

South SidoPka

1862

ently mentioned for a place in the
vVilson cabinet, was born in
Germany
1 ol
yeais ago. As a child he accompanied his parents to America and
was educated in the public schools of
New York and at the College of tha

Politics and
Polit icia ns

C
of New York.
said that President Wilson's ity
Governor Brown of Georgie has apone
will
of
be
the
iuaugural message
pointed Senator liacon to serve as
shortest on record.
Tinted States senator for the period
Judge W. W. Graves, of the Mis- between March 4
and the time of Sensouri supreme court, ismentioned as
ator Bacon's formal
by the
a possible successor to William J.
next
June.
Mr.
legislature
Bacon'a
in
Stone
the

It is

United States senate.
Racine, Wis., will hold a special
election on April 1 to decide whether
the city shall adopt the commission
plan of government
Friends of Congressman Frank B.
Willis understand that he intend? to
enter the race for the republican nomination for governor of Ohio next year.,
Permanent hear uarters of the republican party, in charge of James
B. Raynolds, secretary of the national
committee, will be opened in Washington about April 1.
That woman suffrage will be in effect all over the United States by 1920
is the prophecy of Dr. Anna Howard
Shaw, president of the National Equal
Suffrage league.
The first formal address of President
Wilson after his inauguration probably will be delivered at the Grover
Cleveland anniversary exercises in
New Yorh on March 18.
Representative William B. Wilson,
chairman of the house committee on
labor, is to be tendered a farewell
dinner, to mark his retirement from
congress, and in appreciation of his
services to organized labor by the
Central Labor Union of Washington.
General Powell Clayton, who recently retired as the Arkansas member of the national rebublican committee, is believed to be the only man
living who sat as a delegate In every
republican national convention since
the party was first organized.
Three delegates have been appointed by the hoboe's union, to attend the
Wilson.
Inaugural of President-elec- t
They will make an effort to present
him with a document describing how
their constitutional right to liberty is
interfered with by the authorities in
various states.
Henry Morgenthau, the New York
lawyer, who is among those promin

present term expires March 4, but he
was nominated for another term 'u.
the democratic primaries in Georgia
last fall.
William R. Webb, recently sworu in
as Tennessee's United States senator
to succeed Newell Sanders, is a confederate army veteran. While serving in the Fifteenth North Carolina
infantry he was wounded three times
in the battle of Malvern Hill. During
the greater part of the time since the
close of the war Professor Webb has
been engaged In conducting a private
school at Culleoka, Tenn., where William McCombs, chairman of the democratic' national committee, and the
late
Edward W. Carmack
were educated.

Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St., Kingston, N. Y. (full name furnished on.
application) had such decided benefit
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound that she shares her good
fortune with others. She writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
brought my voice back to me during
a severe case of bronchitis and laryngitis. Oh, how many people I have
recommended it to." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

"That dressmaker's model always
wears a long wrap when she goes
out."
"Her's is evidently a sinister motive.
She wants to cloak her designs."
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends
Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for my children
when there was a cough medicine
needed.
It always gives the best of
satisfaction and I recommend It to
others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co. Adv.
Fo-ley- 's

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

.n

And when the team starts down the

stretch

In Hi

rnee,

And the pennant is almost in view,
The veteran pitcher will hit up the
pace,
And carry his comrades

'

J. M. Cunningham,
through.

MEMORIAL TO AMERICAN INDIAN
New York, Fob. 22- .- Interesting ceremonies were hold this afternoon to
mark the beginning of work on the
memorial to the American Indian to
be erected in New York harbor by
Rodman Wanamnker of Philadelphia.

Among those In attendance at the
ceremonies was a large delegation of
and
the
Indians from Minnesota
northwestern slates who are on their
way to attend the inauguration of
President Wilson at Washington.
FOUNDERS'

Frank Springer,

President,

I).

t,

K.

T. Hosklns, Cashier.
Ass't. Cash.

S. Lewis,

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

LAS
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

.

$30,000.00

Office Willi (he San Miguel National Bank

DAY

Baltimore, Fell. 22. The
anniversary of the fotiuiing
of Johns Hopkins universe? was celebrated at the university today with
s.
an interesting program of
Dr. William H. Welch presided mi
Dr Samuel C. 1'itchell, president f
t'.i.? rnlversi-of south Carolina, tlv
llvored the principal adrlress.
thirty-sevent-

exe-oiso-

v

LTD., BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

LATEST SPRING STYLES IN
SUITS, COATS. DRESSES, SKIRTS
WAISTS, DRESS GOODS and SILKS

V.

the exception of Evansville,
has been given the South Bend franchise, all of the clubs are practically
ready to start the season. The man
agers in charge are Jimmy Burke,
Fort Wayne; Johnny Nee, Dayton:
Ed Smith, Grand Rapids; J. F. An- edson, Terre Haute, and Joe Stanley
The tentative schedule
Springfield.
provides for a season of 140 games,
opening April 2.! and closing September 7.

ld

is but a month ahead of tit, and it is time to give serious consi-

MINISTER SAYS THEY WILL
COME POTENT INFLUENCES
FOR GOOD.

which

uL

d) ii

Wm. Q. MAYUON
H. W, KELLY
D.

T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
Vice President
Treasurer
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CARDUI WORKED

FADS AND
FASHIONS
There may be
some uncertainty concerning the
and the cut of gowns which
flashion may decree for the coming
spring and summer seasons, but that
much seems to be quite certain that
the coming season will be one of
bright colors and strong contrasts. A
fairly good idea may be obtained by
an inspection of the materials shown
by the importers. In the yellows
there are mandarins, nasturtium, amber, chaudron and sulphur. Tobacco
brown and pigskin are almost the
only mild shades among the, yellows.
Labrador blue promises q be one of
the most successful of all the new
shades. It deserves to be well received, for it combines beauty with
distinction. The name comes from
the mineral Labradorite and the color greatly resembles that of lapis
lazuli. One of the new pinks ia ca'iied
cherry, but has only a faint kinship
to what is called cerrse. It. is almost
a red, just like the new color "Nell
rose," which s also called Nell pink.
The new colors are so rich in
themselves that little attempt ie
made to introduce any trimming jn
spring suits, and when it is employed it Is used very sparingly.
Lingerie collars and cuffs are .particularly attractive on these rich fabrics. The new embroideries in silk
and wool in the Bulgarian shades are
seen occasionally on the collars,
cuffs, and revers, but as the colors
are so very bright, tney are used
sparingly. A few vestee effects are
seen, and they add much to the effectiveness of many of the spring
suits. The square collar reaching
only to the shoulder line Is a favored style. Some suit coats have draped or narrow revers.
While the sleeves in sutis in many
instances are made (full length, quite
a number are cut with a slight flare
at the wrist, giving something of a
bell shape. A few extremely dressy
length
suits have a three-quartsleeve, which is frequently cut in
modified kimono shape. The long
shoulder line Is still used.
The cutaway coat is seen In many
varieties, some smarting several
inches below the waist, others having
a very share cutaway effect, giving
the appearance of an Eton in front
The Russian blouse coat with elongated waist 'line is among the late
ideas, but it is not becoming to the
average woman. The Chinese coat on
straight lines from shoulder .to hem
is particularly adapted to the small,
slim woman.
Suit skirts are equally as important as the coats. The new oriental
draperies that are caught ,up in the
front and the sling and cross-ove- r
draperies are seen in some of the
dressier types. Simple draperies with
only a slight fullness gathered into
the front, sides or back are the most
popular. Clusters of pleats, introduced at one or both sides, in the
back or front, are frequently seen.
New York, Feb. 22.
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HELP FOR
WORKING GIRLS
Two Girls Tell Story of Their
Illness and How Tfcey
Found Relief.
New Orleans

La.
I
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"I take

pleasure
in writing these lines
to express my grati
tude to you. I am

"'xba

J41

!

Uwork

u

in a tobacco
I have
factory.
been a very sick girl
but I have improved
wonderfully Bince
Lydia E.
taking
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
am now looking fine
and feeling a thousand times better."
Miss Amelia Jacjuillakd, 613 Seventh Street, New Orleans, La.
St. Clair, Pa.
"My mother was
tlarmed because my periods were suppressed and I had pains in my back and
Fide, and severe headaches.
I had pimples on my face, my complexion was sallow, my sleep was disturbed, I had nervous spells, was very tired and had no
ambition. Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegeta- -'
ble Compound has worked a charm in
my case and has regulated me. I worked
in a mill among hundreds of girls and
have recommended your medicine to
many of them, "r- Miss Estella
HO ThwioR S.t,, .Sain Clair, Pa.
There is nothing that teaches more
than experience. Therefore, such letters from girls who have suffered and
were restored to health by Lydia E.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound should
be a lesson to others. The same remedy
is within reach of all.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. I'inkhnm Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour let ter will
lie opened, read and answered by a
woman and held In strict confidence.
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The narrow effect around the ankles
is as pronounced
as ever. Some
skirts are made so scant that they
have to be slashed.
The combination of fabrics and colors is among the novelties. Plain
fabrics combined with brocades are
specially smart. White skirts with
coats will be worn
when warm weather arrives. In the
three-piecsuits the coat may match
the dress or may be of another fab-- i
ric. a few boleros are seen as an
accompaniment to the three-piec- e
suits.
Among strictly tailored waists
those mannish shirts with the soft
turned-ove- r
collar and cuffs are popular. Usually they are made of washable crepe de Chine, heavy China
silk and Madras In wnite, and white
with a colored stripe. Buttons of
colored glass are very effective when
they match the stripe of the silk.
In addition to the mannish silK
waists that are worn with the strictly tailored suit the business woman
will welcome those in challis, flannel
and albatross. Many of these are
made in the usual mannish style,
with the front opening, and soft collar and cuffs, but her are very attractive models, slightly more elaborate and more feminine, with bits of
hand embroidery, and fancy collar
and cuffs of satin. As a rule, flannel
is used for the tailored waists, and
pretty challis and colored albatross
for the more elaborate models, but
since all of them launder beautifully,
the light tones need not be a bar 10
the usefulness of the blouse.
On. dark-huewaists there is always a touch of white ut the neck, a
frili or a yoke. The ground of the
Scotch plaids used for some of these
blouses is usually a blue, brown,
green or black with the plaid picked
out in vivid stripes of red, blue,
green or yellow. Tape, purple, old
gold and kings blue stripes appear
in the newest plaids shown by the
Importers.
One of these changes usually described as radical has taken place in
the cotton suits and frocics that have
been shown during the past weeks to
attract women bound for southern resorts. Immediately after Christmas
the show windows were full of white
embroidered linens and elaborate
models In Irish lace. Of course, these
were simply the stock left over from
last summer, when Irish lace had already begun to sing its swan song.
Now these dresses have quite vanished and their places have been taken by embroidered cotton crepes ana
voiles, new ratines, linen crashes
with borders, and, in the more elaborate costumes, by washable tulle
combined wtih embroidered batiste,
crepe, or voile. Some of these tul'ie
dresses are most elaborately made.
One clever designer has made use
of a French idea in devising blouses
of this tulle and other extremely
sheer fabrics. By themselves, as every woman knows, net waists are so
delicate that the wearing of them ia
a somewhat trying and uncertain proceeding. It is practically impossible
to anchor them securely in any one
position. And there can be no such
quality as "fit" because of the neces-sti- y
of having them large in order to
keep them from breaking out.
This New York designer has got
around these objections by putting" a
corset cover of lace, embroidery find
ribbons Inside the net waist and fastening both corset cover and waist
to the same belt. The ribbons can be
run lu and taken out at will and the
combination corset cover nd blouse
easily laundered in one piece. These
blouses are a uistinct novelty and
quite an Inexpensive one. Another
model by the same designer is in
white cotton crepe with a regular
Montenegrin jacket, also of the
crepe, but with a Persian border. The
coloring is repeated In the buttons
and the bow at the neck.
Girdles and sashes are becoming
more stunning as the season advances. Many of me sashes are
fringed and embroidered.
They may
be almost any width, but perhaps i .e
most popular is from four to six Inches.
There is a new soft taffeta called
ifleur de sofe. It is so soft that a
thirty lnchoa can be drawn
through a finger ring.
Among the now materials la Cafiot
crepe chiffon, which Is to be had In
plain tints and changeable effects.
bright-Colore-
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FLORENCE

FAIRBANKS.

Conductor.
S. L. Miller,
Norfolk,
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Foley
Kidney Pills and says: "I have used
Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfactory results and endorse their use for

any one afflicted with kidney trouble.

They are all right." 0. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

CHARM

After Operation Failed to Help
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
,

Jonesville, S. C "I suffered wltl
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. 2. 8
Kendrick, In a letter from this place
"and at times, I could not bear to stani
on my feet. The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they oper
ated on me, but I got no better. They
Baid medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
improve, so I continued using It. Now,
I am well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit In this purelj
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui for It has been in successful
use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and
disease.
Please try It, for your troubles.
N. B. Write In: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Oiattanoojra. Tpnn., for Sperim
Inftnwtions. and
book, "Home Trea&maR
tor Women," snt la plain wrapper, os requaM.

NEW
New
whole
today
of His

YORK OBSERVESHOLIDAY
York, Feb. 22. Practically the
'
of Greater New York united
to pay tribute to the ' Father
Country" in commemoration of

anthe one hundred and eighty-firs- t
civic
his
of
birth.
Many
niversary
organizations and clubs held exercises
during the day. The city offices, stock
exchanges, banks and other financial
insttiutions were closed for the day
and there was also a general suspension of business by the larger wholesale and retail establishments throughout the city. A number of handsome
floral tributes were deposited during
the morning about the base of the
Washington monument in Union

Square,

ber

7.
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Some New Evening Coiffures
That Are Really Charming
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February 22 The un
savory disclosures of police graft still
continue and day after day new evi
dence is obtained which confirms the
suspicion that all the men called to
account for grafting so far were really
only "small fry," mere tools of the
men "higher up." It has not yet been
publicly disclosed who these men at
the head of the grafters, ring really
are, but the net is drawing closer and
before long a big sensation is liable
be sprung by the district attorney.
Several new indictments have been
found recently but the heads of the
ring have not yet been reached.
New

fa

f

V

I

York,

Iisbed a record the other day by trying five cases at the same time, all
glowing out of an accident. In the
fall of 1910 Edward Murphy and his
two children were riding in a light
wagon on Harvard avenue, Hollls,
when their vehicle was run into and
smashed by a trolley car. Each of
the three persons filed an individual

suit for damages against the street
railway company and Murphy, in addi
tion, sued separately for the loss at
labor of his children. The aggregate
claims were $30,000. No objection wai
made to a joint trial of the five cases
and the street railway company admit
ted Its liability. The jury fixed the
Under orders of Fire Commissioner total damages at $2,150.
J-:Johnson, Battalion Chief Howe and
several of his lieutenants have been
During the last four or five weeks
a
In
band of burglars and safe blowers
all
houses
visitng moving picture
parts of the city, with a view of as has been operating extensively and
certaining the conditions maintained successfully in various parts of the
in the different houses as to the safe lower East side. Scores of stores aril
ty of the spectators. They found ev- offices were broken into, safes were
ery one of the houses which they vis- opened with promptness and In a
ited, crowded to full capacity, but on- businesslike manner, flats were enter
ly in three instances had the law been ed and robbed of everything of value,
to but not in a single instance did the
violated by allowing "standees"
crowd the aisles. The managers of police succeed in making an arrest or
these shows were promptly arrested even in finding any clue to the pers
No. 1 is. a smart
of royal blue tulle, with a lancer feather
and after pleading guilty were fined. petrators of these crimes. Not even
standing out at the side. In No. 2 an artistic effect is achieved by the hair
A general warning has gone out to fingerprints could be found and to
being swathed and a few roses laid on, to give the effect of a wreath withthe moving picture houses, not to per put an end to this regime of crime,
out its heaviness. No. 3 is a mont becoming coiffure for a blonde, with the
mit their patrons to stand ill the aisles highly embarrassing to the police, the
two paradise plumes worn in this original manner. No. 4 is a coiffure
authorities decided upon a wholesale
and block the way.
formed of a torsil of white tulle, round which is twisted a row of pearls
,
raid and sent out pictures and deending in an ornament over the ears. No. 5 is a natural-lookinin which are placed three aigrettes, In graduated shades, which give a very
There may be a scarcity of money scriptions of seven noted safeblowers
new and smart effect.
in some quarters, but there seems to who are known to be at liberty, after
be at least one person in this city having served various terms In the
GOOD DESIGN FOR TEA GOWN TO MEET FASHION'S
CHANGE so well provided with wealth that he penitentiary. So far not a single one
did not even notice the loss of a $50 of the men has been obliging enough
Not at All Hard to Make, and Will No Longer Feasible to Buy Pretty bill.
Last Saturday a well dressed to surrender to the police.
Dress and Put It Away for Use
Gratify the Owner Whenever
man visited one of the fashionable
It Is Worn.
In the Future.
stores on Broadway, bought a necktie
When Sir William MacKenzie with
Hav- his wife and daughter and their serFashion is rapidly becoming a more and paid for it with a $50 bill.
Every girl and woman appreciates
the convenience and comfort of a
and more complicated affair, and, con- ing received his tie neatly wrapped vants left the St. Regis Hotel in this
but a great majority among sequently, very much more interest- up, the man walked out of the store city last summer they were on their
them cannot afford to buy one ready ing. The styles change so frequently without waiting for the change. Al- way to Egypt and a trip around the
made. And it Is the making rather that they require a vigilant eye fixed
though a week has passed since, the world. The other day the proprietor
than the material which is expensive. upon them. It is no longer feasible absentmlnded customer has not re- of the St
Regis Hotel received from
However, a teagown has recently been to get several "good" dresses and
Sir
his
to
William
call
store
for
to
turned
the
by parcels post a silver
designed which can literally be made keep them carefully in lavender In a
in an evening, since It consists mere- cupboard for a year before they are change. When the man left without spoon which one of the members of
ly of an Empire top and sleeves of worn, when they will "do" for succeed- waiting for his change it was suspect- the family had carried off by mislace or muslin embroidery de- ing years with but little alteration. ed that the bill which he had tender- take. The spoon made the trip around
fined with matching wide bands and Nowadays, when we acquire a new ed was a
counterfeit, but an examina the world before being returned to
attached to a narrow skirt formed of frock It behooves us to wear it con- tion
that the note was genuine. the St. Regis Hotel. The spoon was
provert
four straight widths of China silk or stantly and at once before It grows
accompanied by a letter of regret and
soft cashmere. At the bottom this demode. This in any case is much
The other afternoon, when the fine a note describing the Journey It had
skirt is finished with a deep hem, the wiser plan, and one adopted by
which should beVelghted just enough the farseeing French woman.
It Is weather tempted hundreds of people made.
to keep It from flying about, while at always a bad policy to allow our frocks to promenade along Riverside Drive,
the top edge It is laid in two deep to lie by, and we get much more wear considerable excitement was caused
There is no better medicine made
side plaits running from the center out of them and present an infinitely on
for colds than Chamberlain's Cough
near Eighty-nintthat
avenue,
and extending almost to the under smarter appearance, by having our
It acts on nature's plan, reRemedy.
arm seams at back and front Tacked frocks made for our immediate use. street, by a neatly dressed man of lieves the lungs, opens the secretions,
under the lowest band of lace or em- Aimlessly to buy a dress because It is aliout 50 years. He planted himself aids expectoration; and restores the
broidered muslin defining the bottom pretty, without keeping in our mind's in the middle of the walk and com- system to a healthy condition. For
of the short bodice should be a strip eye the occasions when we are likely manded every man who passed him sale by all dealers. Adv.
of broad satin ribbon, matching the to use It, must spell failure as well to salute by
doffing his hat. The INSULAR FAIR IN
PORTO RICO
shade of the skirt and running through aa extravagance.
men, believing him to be intoxicated,
slits cut in the transparent fabric just
Porto
San
Feb. 22. The
Rico,
Juan,
laughingly obeyed the command. At
in front of the left arm-eye
and there
Rico
Porto
of
and the
prosperity
'.FTERN00N
GOWN
last, however, a handsomely dressed
terminating in a huge bow of loops
experienced
gratifying
by her
growth
a
man,
and ends. The sleeves of the bodice
young
accompanied by
young
the
manufactures
trade
and
export
may be scant puffs or short angel drawoman, came along. The young man
are
in
reflected
the
few
past
years
to
peries and should never extend lower
doff
his silk hat and the
failed
'
than the elbows.
next moment the cane of the 'stran- wealth of exhibits displayed at the
third insular fair, which was opened
ger came down upon the silk hat, in
New
San Juan today and will be conto
it.
an
led
This
argument
crushing
s
for evening wear have
tinued
through the coming week. In
between the two men and a crowd
come decidedly into vogue this season
to the exhibits the fair manaddition
and are made principally of narrow
quickly gathered. Suddenly that hat
has provided a long list of
agement
bands studded with rhinestones, or
smasher broke away, pushed his way
free
attractions,
including baseball
other colored stones. These are wort
through the crowd and ran Into the
races and automobile
rather low over the forehead, showSoldiers and Sailors monument, where games, trotting
races.
ing a short bang below. Another style
he began to undress. Women shrieked
is a black velvet cord with a rhine-stonfurmen
awaited
and fled, while the
buckle and a black osprey worn
For a sprain you will find Chamber.
After the man Iain's Liniment
ther developments.
close to the hair a little to the side
excellent. It allays
of the back. Hits of satin to match
had taken off overcoat, coat and vest, tho pain, removes the soreneas. and
the dress may be twisted around a
he reached Into his trousers pockets soon restorej the parts to a healthy
,
and for
wire to form the
and pulling out a watch and a handful condition. 25 and 50 cent battles for
all dealers. Adv.
young girls tiny silk roses may be
of jewelry began to scatter the latter t,ale by
efadded in a bunch or in
moment
the
At
that
among
spectators.
RYAN TO PRESIDE
fect. Harper's Bazar.
a policeman arrived upon the scene
Indianapolis, Feb. 22. Many deleSome of the jewelry which had been gates are arriving In Indianapolis for
Boas Fuller.
the
with
are
made
boas
picked up, was turned over to the po- tho opening on Monday of the anMany
French flowers and satin ribbons and
liceman who handed It to the half un- nual convention of thfl International
are round though the flat stoles am
dressed man, but the latter threw the Bridge and Structural Iron Workers'
still worn. Those which blend in
things awa yagain. With difficulty the union. The convention was to have
tints from white to gray and from
man was persuaded to put his clothes been held In Milwaukee last fall, but
stone gray to black are striking and
on again and to accompany the police was postponed because of the trial of
can bo worn by almost any woman as
officer to the station. Later lie was many of Its officers and members in
far aB her individual coloring goes;
identified as a wealthy jeweler living the "dynamite conspiracy" case. At
they are alo appropriate for evening
or day wear, which makes them worth
on St. Nicholas avenue, and he was the convention
questions arising out
considering, are fuller than formerly,
to Rellevue hospital for observa of the conviction of the leaders will
sent
and the aim Is to have the (lues
tion.
be considered. The sessions will be
longer, though for that matter the
the
more
valuable
the
flues
the
longer
presided over by President F. H. Ryan,
A well dressed man of about 3d who has been reloased on bonds pendfeather at any time; thickness also
counts.
years called at tho store of Samuel ing an appeal of his case.
Levine, a prosperous confoctioner In
Pretty WaUt Belt.
in Minimi
Mount Vernon, the other afternoon and Hore Is a message of hope and good
iniiO
A very pretty waist belt was worn
from the owner whether Mrs. cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin. Boone
Of aapphlr-e-blusatin moustellne or inquired
Mill, Va who is the mother of is
by a young girl recently on a gray
and
Levine
the children were at home. children.
velvet with aatln embroidered revert;
Mrs. Martin was cured of
chiffon dress. U was of broa1
velvet ribbon, with a fringe .i fiy lace chemisette and black iash with Levine assured the stranger that his stomach troubl
lonBtipatkm by
embroidered and fringed ends.
family would not return until late at iDHniuenain s xanieus
after fle
pink roses ut each end and a ouvl-.lto match. The belt was carried round
night and the man left, politely tip- years of suffering and now recommends these tablets to the public Sold
the waist to meet at tho left side,
ping his hat. When Mr. Levine reachWay the Hair Is Dressed.
by all dealers, Adv.
where one end was pushed through
house
In
found
ed
his
that
he
both
evening
hairdrcsHing
fringes,
the flower buckle, and both ends hung straight and curled, still persist, but the door broken open and every draw.
"Ma hnR so'ivcd the servant
rose
the
the
pink
skirt,
girl
right down
only a few strands of hair are cut er ransackrcd. Jewelry and clothing
problem."
near
feet.
the
fringe hanging frothily
upon the forehead, ruffs and curls valued at $1,500 had been stolen. On
"That so? How?"
are arranged from back to front In"She's decided to do the work
stead of following tho line of the tho table Mr. Levine found a note
Working With Woolens.
with woolen brow, and the dressing is done very signed "Raffles" In which the writer
To thread a needle
thread or lephyr, thread it first with softly and with a strong bias In favor thanked him for having given him Ina strand of fine cotton doubled; then of the side parting. There are no formation concerning the absence of
Tommy Pop, ennui is merely
catch the woolen thread through the longer any coils showing on the top his family,
tired of doing nothing. Isn't it?
loop In the doubled end of the cot- of the head, but the back is covered
Tommy's Pop Yes, my son, with
ton and pull it through the rye of the with putts so soft and flat that they
Justice Kelly, presiding In the the addition of
look like waves.
needle in this way.
being too tired to ;l
Queens county supreme court, Pstab- - anything else.
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TONIGHT!

TAKE A
"CASCARET"

SURE

Sour Stomach, Biliousness or Constipation by Morn-- ,

No Headaahe,

ing

Turn the rascals out the headache, the biliousness, the Indigestion,
the sick, sour stomach and foul gases
turn them out tonight and ketp
them out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
bowels or an upset
liver, clogged
3tomach.

Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and that
misery-makingas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the constipated waste
matter and poison In the Intestines
and bowels. Then you will feel great
A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep. A
from any drug store means a clear
sweet stomach and clean,
head,
healthy liver and bowel action for
months. Children love to take Cascarets because they taste good
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
g

REDDS WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL
Washington, Feb. 22. The one hun
dred and eighty-firs- t
anniversary of
the birth of Washington was observed in the capital today In the custom
ary manner. Flags were displayed In

profusion and many meetings of patriotic societies were held in commemoration of the day. In the sen
ate Senator Brandegee of Connecticut
read Washington's farewell address to
a throng which tested the capacity of
the galleries. All the executive de
partments of the government were
closed for the day.
This Is the season of the year when
mothers feel very much concerned
over the frequent colds contracted by
their children, and have abundant
reason for it as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
paves the way for the more serious
diseases that so often follow. Chamberlain's CoiiRh Remedy is famous for
its cures, and Is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
WOULD CURB DIVORCE INDUSTRY
Chicago, Feb. 22. Plans to lessen
the number of Chicago divorces, now
increasing at a rate of three and a third

times as fast as the population, were
discussed today at a conference b!
the Illinois divorce comlsslon, a
body which has undertak
en to correct particularly the divorce
and marriage situation in this cijy,
whore there fg a petition for divorce
for every six marriage applications.
The conference was atttended'
by
many representatives of the clargy,
women's clubs, labor bodies and other organizations interested in the welfare of the city.
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LAS "EGAS

FOUR
people' of tiie grant. If it should
become necessary "for the grant
board to Guild" the'project we want
them to have power to do bo. The
legislation opposed :.'jr Mr. Veeder
and Ezequiel Baca gives the board this
We do not object to Mr.
power.
Veeder and Mr. Baca having ideas
of their own on this subject. We do
comobject, however, and the entire
two
gentlethose
to
munity objects,
men attempting, as they are doing,
to force their own individual ideas
to the exclusion of the ideas of everyone else. The Lobato bill as amended by the Las Vegas delegation is
what the community wants the legislature to pass. We do not want the
legislature to pass laws embodying
the ideas of Mr. Veeder and Mr.
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GETTING

FORCES

READY FOR

1.

VJLSO
(Continued from Pago One)
er native of Oaxaca who has had a
very distinguished army career, should
be nominated. . In no case, say the
Indians, will they recognize General
Huerta as provisional president.
Madero Sympathizers Active
Sympathizers with Francisco Madero stopped a train on which he was
believed to be fleeing from the federal
capital to the coast with the object of
rescuing the deposed president. The
news reached General Roberto Velasco
at the city of Vera Cruz, to whom it
was reported that the venture had
been successful. He thereupon loaded a number of trains with troops and
rushed them to Orizaba to fight under the banner of the fallen president.
The new government under General
Huerta wag informed of the movement
and a force of federal troops was sent
from the federal capital to Orizaba
and on reaching there surrounded and
disarmed the men commanded by General Velasco.

i.

counter-revolutio-

the state capital. The volunteers at
larging the powers of the Las Vegas ida,
await developments at the
Juarez
Detroit
of
the
Del Gafnor,
Tigers,
grant provided for tha appointment
state
others
and
capital.
Sam
Crawford
that
board
says
of the members of the grant
It was made known today that a
not worry about playing first
by the governor he would have no need
has occurred in the rebel ranks,
uo
so
himself
to
Intends
he
split
for
one
base,
objection to tha measure. No
leaders favoring immediate
some
season.
next
preshis
that
will doubt, therefore,
of hostilities by combicontinuation
for
has
Otto
Hess
mo
Pitcher
signed
ent opposition is based upon
the volunteer federal
with
nation
Boston
the
with
season
his
second
most
disinterested.
tives that are
advise waiting unothers
while
won
eight straight troops,
The former of these gentlemen Nationals. Hess
will be offered
known
what
a
It
is
til
also
last
and
pitched
the
,year
of
games
three,
as one of a committee
at Mexifollowers
his
and
Huerta
and a
game.
by
other two being Judge David J.
to
is
Th
"'reak
expected
co
Ban
of
member
City.
former
Jack Egan,
Leahy and District Attorney Ward,
"
border
the
a
occur first a;
that drafted amendments to the Lo- Johnson's staff.,of umpires, i3 now
ere Madero
bato bill. Mr. Veeder agreed to these jewelry manufacturer ft Providence state to the west,
are many and lederal regulars
amendments and then, later, before R. I. Jack claims that he is making
with Chihuahua.
we governor, persisted in suggesting more money selling jewelry than he few as compared
in
baseball,
fmrther
changes and In opposing did
Sonora Opposed to Huerta.
New York fans are discussing pro
come piuviaions of the bill as pro"The state
eD. 22
Ariz.,
to
Tucson,
play
and con Hal,, Chase's ability,
posed to be amendeo,
In Its allegiance to
firm
is
Sonora
of
A
lefthander
comcovering
second
bas
Mr. Baca stated to the finance
to back up its
mittee of the house oi representa- the keystone .position of (the infield Madero and prepared ';
with
arms.",
decision
tives on Thursday that the business will be a decided noyelty.
This was the declaration of Yam-ae- l
Back in J9Q0; a young man Joined
men of this community were willing
was
cast
Padilla, secretary of the state
but
to sacrifice the heritage of the chil- the Cubs as a pitcher,
who arrived today from
of
same
Sonora,
young
the
Next
week,
adrift.
in
dren o the Las Vegias grant
Tadilla denied that
Hermoslllo.
j
to cause a little boom in the man, whp,isvnono pther than Roger
movement In contemwas
u
any
there
me
wu
town. Couple this ctatement with, his uresnanan, win rejoin
Indebasecatcher In
plation to declare Sonora an
previous one that he would have no the highest salaried
'
republic.-pendent
objection to the bid a proposed to ball.
Members of the i Stale congress,
be amended if the governor could apwill be assembled in epecia'l
which
of the grant
point the members
at Hermoslllo Monday, were
session
board. Consider the two statements
lu thorough accord, padilla Insisted,
together and then decide wnether or
with Governor Maytorena, who Is
not the honorable Mr. Baca is looksued a proclamation yesterday urgiing at the Sanguljuela projebt from
ng) the people of the state to adhere
the point of view ot the best interto Madero and deny recognition to
from
or
the
ests bt the community
the. Huerta provisional? government. ,,
politics.
vioint of view ot partisan
Manuel Mascarenas, a former, rebel
is
primar
Ask yourself, whether, he
Inez Salazar, .arrived from Los
of
under
the
In
welfare
the
interested
ily
he
Vegas grant"
Angeles today and asserted that.
"children of the
was to be the provisional governor
or in the welfare of himself and
of Sonora, succeeding Maytorena.
John D. W. Veeder os politicians
to
much
say
He was accompanied by Arturo Ellas,
have
who, it is reported,
who was Mexican consul at LOS
About the distribution of political pat
7 TO 8
to
under Porflro Dlas and who Is
is
reported
ronage. In fact, Baca
PUEBLOS VS. IRIQUOS
said to be slated to become Masca
have eald, in speaklnrr of the propos
renas' secretary of state. Both will
d legislation, tnat anything pertain
APACHES VS. SEM1M0LF.S
state
the
leave for the City of Mexico to pro
of
northern
to
the
part
tug
it
cure credentials from Huerta.
must, have Vendor's "0. K." before
at
San
he
that
the
will
Maytorena Is credited with having
j
powers
pass
8 TO 10
!
the support of the federal troops in
fa Fe.
the Sonora military zone.
The people ot the Lfis Vegas grant
PRESBYTERIANS VS.
i consider
irrigation
Sanguejuela
:
CHRISTIANS
! tlon project as entirety, outside the
Ro'dltrt Start for Galveston.
Y.M.C.A. VS. METnODISTS
rarro of politics. Mr. Baca has ad
Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 22. Fifteen hundred men and 120 officers,
mitted, by various statements, that
one
Seventh United
the
purely
question
comprising the
considers
15
States infantry; First batallion, Nineof politics. Frankly, this is the view
'
teenth Infantry; Company D, signal
t we. fully expected the lieutei.
to take. We do not ba
E,
engineering
Company
RETURNS of S. W. corps;
this rammunlty
and the field hospital corps
that
corps,
however,
ijpve,
Basket Ball Tournament remade Immediate preparations for
.m import him in h.13 aiutuae.
ceived
during evening .
following receipt today of
v
want the Sanguejuola irriga
of
future
from the war departmeni
means
a
vie
n
dispatch
...,.i.r-no-h-
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1913.

division, U. S,; A., ;to4 Galveston, Offi-

cers at the post said

entxalnment

probably would fee completed by 7
o'clock tonight
orders the post
Upon previous

quartermaster had arranged with the
railroads for transportation. Within
30 minutes after the receipt of the
order, freight cars were being backed
into the post. Four trains on the
Missouri, Pacific railway Will conbattalions.
vey the four infantry
Three trains on the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe will transport the signal, engineer and hospital corps. It
was expected the first troop trains
would depart late this afternoon.
Orozco Agrees to New Regime.
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 22. Manuel Garza Adalpe, minister of agriculture in the cabinet of President
Huerta, who returned here last night
from a two days'
conference with
Emilio Vasquez Gomez, General Inez
Salazar, and representatives of Pas-cuOrozco, said today that these
three, as well as all the revolutionists in northern Mexico, had agreed
to lay down their arms and accept the
new government.
Gomez, he said, had agreed to re-- j
as provisional
'iinquish his claims

president. David de la Fuente, he
declared, had acoepted the appointment as minister of communications
under Huerta. Adalpe was called to
the provisional capital of Vasquez
Gomez at Holamos, Mexico, to be offered a cabinet position under Gomez. Instead he converted Gomez and
the northern rebels to the Huerta
cause, he claims.
Diaz Refuses to Make Comment
22. The
Rome, Reb.
statement,
l ublised in the United
States, tha(
Porflrio Diaz, the former dictator ot
Mexico, had returned to Cairo from
his trip up the Nile is without founda.
tlon.
General Diaz, who is still in his Da
habah on the Nile, replied today to a
telegraphic inquiry with the following

dispatch:
"Luxor, Feb. 22, 6:45 p. in. I feel
I cannot express any opinion on the
Mexican situation. My absolute aloofness and the policies of my country
preclude me from doing it.
(Signed) "PORFIRIO DIAZ.
The proprietor of the hotel at which
he stays in- Cairo is jn constant communication with General Diaz and declares he has not heard any expression of his intention of making an
early return to Mexico.(
-

......

)

Troops From Nebraska.
Omaha, Neb., Feb. i. General F
A. Smith received orders shortly a"
ter noon today for the movement of
the Fifth brigade to Galveston. The
regiments of the Fifth brigade are
the1 Fourth cavalry, stationed at Fort
Crook, Neb.; the Seventh at Fort
Leavenworth, Kan.; the Nineteenth
at Fort Meade, S. D.; the Twenty-ieight- h

at Fort

Snelling, Minn.

General Smith stated today that
the troops will be ready to entrain
within 12 hours after orders are received and railroad officials said
from four to 70 hours would be required for special trains to be prepared and reach the present stations
of the troops.
Officers at Fort Crook expressed
the opinion that the Fourth regiment
will not leave there before Monday.

Store Gets Most Trade

The

't

-

Where do you trade, Mr. Merchant? Just watch

yourself and see if you do not unconsciously patronize the store that is
brightest most attractive. Why not realize now that your neighbor
feels just the same about the brilliant, inviting establishment as you
do? Tungsten Electric Fixtures will bring trade to your door because
the grateful glow of electricity extends a genial hand of welcome makes
your stock appear to the best possible advantage. And yet, Tungsten
Electric Fixtures are most economical. You really should find out today
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in your store.

Las Vegas Light and Power Company

SALARY

BILL

IS

PASSED BY THE
SENATE
(Ccatinued From Page One)
Donald first assumed office some of
our prominent little statesmen and
near statesmen adopted the profes'
sion of advisor to the governor.
knew
men
These
just exactly what
the governor was going to do In a
given case. It is noticeable that the
number of men who know the governor's intentions in advance is rapidIt may almost be
ly diminishing.
said that Senator Earth is the sole
survivor of a once flourishing tribe,
although there is another gentleman
occaholding a minor position who
wilds
the
wanaers
from
up
sionally
of Lincoln county full of Information
concerning the secrets of the execu-- j
ttve office. This man, nowever, is
Senator Barth's only rival.
The House.
In the house the peace dove smiled,
if doves ever smile, serenely. Tne
enemy of yesterday was the friend
of today. The hatchet had been buried and buried deep.
.After the announcement in the
moming that the speaker had officially forgiven Mr. Blanchard nothing
occurred to mar the happy silence
save the deep toned aye as the different measures were placed upon
their passage.
Anyone could get a bill massed.
Democrat and republican measures
went through without a dissenting
vote. Even Marcus C. de Baca, the
last of the progressives, secured the
passage of a joint resolution. True,
it wasn't of any great importance,
but it served to demonstrate the spirit of harmony which pervaded in the
body which ouly one short day he- fore was torn witn dissention and
strife.
Representative Chaves of Torrance
was the only man who failed to get
his bill through. Mr. Chaves has a
measure designed to end the controversy over the appointment of the
state librarian. The Mil provides that
the librarian shall be appointed ty
the supreme court. The democrats
thought this was a slap at the governor and a number of republicans did
not like it for various reasons. ,At
all events the bil'i was tabled 23 to

Texas Will Protect Border
Marlin, Tex., Feb. 22. "I think the
president is all right, but he does not
seem to understand that if ,the federal 19. '
The only unuual incident of
government does not protect the border with troops by Monday, the state afternoon session was the request
of Texas will." This wa the' declara- Mr. Catron that the proceedings
tion of Governor Colquitt of Texas, the habeas corpus case for, the
--

today discussing the situation along
the Rio Grande.
"I am keeping in close touch with
the situation on the
border," added Governor Colquitt.
Texas-Mexica-

n

Artillery Ready to Move
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 22. At 2
O'clock1
this afternoon orders had
been received by Colonel Dyer, com
mandtng Fort 13. 'A. Russell, resper(
Ing the movement of tha Fourth fielu
artillery to Texas City.' He said to
day the troops are in readiness for
orders from Washington,
Bread for the Soldiers.
nilfiv. Kan.. Feb. 22 Field
lioirv Kn. 2 was ordered immediate
today, prepared for
ly to Galveston ....
.llcnntih
active service, inrougn a u."i-t- '
from the war department today 38
men wtih portable field ovens pre
pared to entrain tonignt.
I'm.

Eleventh Cavalry Moves
Chattanooira. Tenn., Fob. 22.

The

Eleventh cavaly received orders today
for pack and wagon trains to leave
on a special train for Galveston.

,

i

22,

ordering the Fifth brigade, Second

Subscrip- LESSON FOR FEB. 23. GEN. 13:1-1- 8
(Cash in Advance tor Mall
V. 2 lesson. And Abram was very rich
tions)
in cattle, In silver and In gold.
or
money
check
Remit by draft,
not
will
Mon., 17. HOW TO BE RICH. How
we
car. X sent otherwiso
to
have an. enormous income Is one of Fear Rebel Operations in Chihuahua.
low.
ta
rftsoonalble for
.
Ei Paso, Tex., Feb. 22. With govon appllca-Son- life's most Important and most diffiSpecimen copies free
No college has ever un- ernors of other states denouncing
li iii cult lessons.
S
dertaken the course. It Is only learn Huerta's provisional presidency, Ab-raGonzales virtually is a prisoner
AT
ed in the school of Christ. Behold, a
&LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
some at Chihuahua City. It is reported tomillionaire!
money
By
model
TIME
OF
THE EXPIRATION
men are made stingy, coarse, cruel, day that Governor Gonzales was prePAID FOR
idle; others are made ministering an. vented in attempts to leave the state
May it please God capital and combine the various Mathe
gels of merry.
are
guaranteed
Advertisers
as
to
your soul prosper dero factions ef Chihuahua, the state
you
prosper
circulation
largest dally and weekly
make
He
ed!.
you great enough which was most strong in support of
New
May
northern
of any newspaper in
abundant
with
gold. If Madero's revolution.
to be trusted
Mexico.
Gonzales was the prime organizer
we only possessed that for which we
were prepared,
ings would have to of Madero's revolutipn, and always
TELEPHONES
come down from their thrones; politi- remained a loyal Maderista. In his
Main 2 cians would have to leave the pale; capital, however, are stationed some
PWSINESS OFFICE
Mal
teachers from usurped chairs; profes 2,000 federal troops, the majority of
KEWS DEPARTMENT
sional men from asinine assumption; which are regulars. Gonzales so far
a general revolution would restore a has not dared to resign nor has he
1913.
22,
FEBRUARY
SATURDAY,
rightful balance. Some day this will accepted the provisional president.
be. Every man will eventually come Tho volunteer troops are more numothW. VEEDEIt AND into his own.,' There is no objection erous in Chlhuanua than in any
JOHN
er state, and all are believed to be
it
are
for
rich
to
it
being'
you
DEBACA
ready
C.
EZKQUIUL
eager to join a
A combination of the volunteers
Verily, these be names to conjure
rebels is most icared by the fedana
D.
altruist
W. Veeder,
with! .lohn
commanders in the north. The
!
eral
NOTES
BASEBALL
'
and protector of the community, and
Carraveo,
rebel
general, Marcello
govEzequiel C. le Baca, lieutenant
with 500 men, remains near Chihuaernor ot New Mexico, and as the
The Chicago Cubs will play ten hua City and General Rabago is said
Spanish would phraso it, "El amigo
to be taking precautions to prevent
de los pobres." The latter said at games wtih various hotel ball teams
his
FlorJuncture with the volunteers at
in
is
enteam
the
while
training
Santa Fe that if the legislation

or-df-
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old-tim- e

House

Bill

No. 210,

by Monroe,

state department of agriculture.
House Bill No. 212, by Toombs,
relative to school sections.
House Bill No. 213, by ToombB,
relative to quit claims on certain pub.
lie lands
House Bill No. 214, by Toombs, to
amend the present laws relating to
oil ''lands.
House Pill No. 215, by Smith, appropriating $1,000 for a bridge across
the Rio Mimores, nea Demlng.
House Bill No. 216, by Smith, appropriating $2,000 for a bridge across
the Rio Mimbres near apauidlng.
House Bill No. 217, by R. L. Baca,
to amend chapter 4 of laws of 1909.
House Bill No.

21 8,

by R. L. Baoa,

an act for the improvement of the
capital of the siate. This bill carrie3
the plans as outlined by Judge
ardson of Roswell, for the improve- ment of a capital district with San
ta Fe as the center.
House Bill No. 219, by Gurule,
appropriating $5,0uu for bridge across
the Rio Puereo in Bernalillo county.
House

Bill No. 220, by Clancy, an

act to amend section 4 of chapter 33
of the laws of 1S99.
House Bill No. 222, by Trujillo, to
provide for the election of trustees'
of land grants.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 22. Cattle-Rece- ipts
300, including 100 southerns.
House Bill No. 206, by Toombs, ap- Market steady. Native steers $7.00
southern steers $6.257.75;
8.75;
encouragepropriating funds for
southern cows and heifers $4.00
ment of agriculture.
House Bill No. 207, by M E, Baca, 6.50; native cows and heifers $4.00
8.00; stockers and feeders $6.00
lan act for the naming of a commission to the international, irrigation 7.90; bulls. $5.256.50; calves $6.50
steers $6.508.25:
10.00; western
congress.
House Bill No. 208, by Vargas and western cowb $4.O06.7o.
Muttons
Sheep Market strong.
Trujillo, appropriating ,$10,000 for a
$8.00
lambs
Colorado
river.
Chama
across
the
$4.506.40;
bridge
and yearlings
House Bill No. 209, by Carter, semi- 8.80; range wethers
$5.507.60; range ewes $3.505.75.
monthly pay day for employes.
,

te

;

Do You Want to Reduce the Cost of Living?
If you arc interested send for our 4l6-pag- e
Address
sent only upon request.
P. O. Box 326, Station C. Lo

-
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the
by
In

re
lease of Representative Blanchard be
incorporated In the, journal of the
house. When Mr. Catron made his
request there were several who expected that the speaker would object.
They were disappointed. The speaker
was not on'iy willing, but apparently
glad to do anything desired by his
colleague from Santa Fe.
;.:,
'Pessimists among the members de--,
clare that the calm' which prevailed
in' the house yesterday is too good to
last, while still others fear that if it
does last the house will be too polite
to vote against any measure and
that everything presented will De
passed regardless of its merits.
The proceedings yesterday gave
some ground for the latter fear when
fourteen bills were finally passed by
the house. Among these were Borne
of the highest merit, while others
were unnecessary and even dangerous. But they all passed, most of
them by unanimous vote,
Among the bills passed were:
An act to fix the time of holding
court in the Eighth district.
A resolution
requiring heads of
state educational Institutions to make
reports regarding the number of stud
ents in their institution.
Resolution submitting amendment
and referendum in
for initiative

,
"Gabby" Street
r
"
ri.nrlov Schmidt, three
In
loartip hnckstons. will work
flats ccriptitution.
season.
next
Southern
the
league

tJJL

j

Act for revision and compilation of
state laws
Act to prov'de for rendition of verdicts In civil cases by less than
whole number of Jurors.
Act to increase Jurisdiction of Justices of the peace In civil cases to
suits involving $200.
Act to establish certain days for
celebration of great historical events.
Act appropriating moaev to build
wagon road from Mora to Taos.Act requiring state highway commission to complete road from Santa Fe to Pecos river.
Act appropriating $6,000 for building bridge across Pecos river near
Puerto de Luna.
A situation, approaching that of
the last session of the house, confronts that body today. It has a calor thirendar wtih some twenty-fiv- e
ty bills thereon and little prospect
of clearing the decks.
These new bills were introduced:
House Bill No. 202, by Judiciary
laws of New
committee, codifying
Mexico in certain cases.
House Bill No. 203, by Garcia, Lopez ana Clancy, relative to the duties
of peace officers.
hous Bill No. 204, bv Lwelellyn
by request, to establish a state department of agriculture.
' House Bill No. 205, by Toombs, ren
quiring new railroads building wita-ito
seat
five miles of any county
build to the county seat
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Express brings us, every day,
the latest merchandise that has
been brought out as the Spring
Season advances,

We Afe Showing
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lords, sonars, ouu,
Goods, Bandings, Trimmings,
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INSPECTION IS INVITED
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New, We Have It

STORE OF QUALITY"
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PERSONALS
Mrs.

Little

of Mora is

gj,

0

a visitor in

hero today.

George Hile of Watrous came m
today on business.
F. F. Quigly of Albuquerque is in
the city on, business.
Victorlano Padilla of San Ignacio is
'
the city today on business.
H. J. Paisley of Wagon Mound is
in the city today on business..
J. M. Bently returned from his ranch
on the Red River district today.
.
Ward left this afternoon for
Albuquerque on a business trip.
B. S. Shoecraft came in from Albuquerque today on a short business trip.
Charles Scott of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa of Kos-wewere visitors in the city today.
M. M. McSchooler of Mineral Hill
is in the city on a few days' business

.

BASEBALL NOTES.
"
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During the past ten years no less
than S3 men have managed clubs in
the American ana. National leagues.
Fred Clarke,, of the Pirates, Connie
Mack, of the Athletics, and John
of the Giants, are the only
managers who are now piloting the
same teams which they w.ere leading
in 1903. Some ' of the 53 varieties
have drifted' from one club to another in the same circuit; and have octheir operacasionally .transferred
tions to the other league. The clubs,
the managers and the order of their
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"The difference between the clerk who spends all his salary and the clerk who
saves part of it is the difference "'n ten years between the owner of a business and
the man out of a job." John Wanamaker.
. :,

Mc-Gra-

E. Romero Dance
Eclipsed Former Efforts.

I

"The man who cannot and does not save money, cannot and will not do anyNever before has Las Veias witnessed so brilliant aDd gay a masthing else worth while." Andrew Carnegie.
querade ball as was the one given
last evening in the Duncan opera
house by the E. Romero Hose and
Fire company. Few people there were
succession follow.
National League New York, John in the city who missed the ball, tfce, pair of oxfords by E. Rosenwald and
Fred Clarke; opera house being packed to capac-- " jScn; lady's second prize, Mrs. P. A.!
McGraw; Pittsburg,
Frank
Selee, Frank Chance, ity. The "standing room only" sign Linn, umbrella, presented by Cellers
Chicago,
Johnny Evers; Philadelphia, Charley was hung out long before the time Dry Goods company; man's first prize,
Zimmer, Hugh Duffy, Billy Murray, when the king and queen, in their Pink Prince, Stetson hat by The Hub;
Charley Dooin; St, Louis, Patsy Don- royal raiment of red, 'aces and er- man's second prize, R. S. Haybee, one
'
ovan, Charley Nichols, Jimmy Burke, mine, made their appearance on the dozen photographs by Shumate's Plaza
.
.
CAPITAL
.
.
.
$108,000.00
'
John McCloskey Roger Bresnahan, dance floor.
studio.
trip.
Kel-leAs early as 7 o'clock spectators as
Chris Goke returned to his ranch to- Miller Huggins; Cincinnati, Joe
Most Original Costume
"Ned Hanlon, John Ganzel, Ciark well as many maskers were at the
day after a two days' visit in the
Lady's first prize, Sirs. Pedro Ciddio,
Griffith, Hank O'Day, Joe Tinker; doors and the E. Romeros, always handbag by Robert J. Taupert; lady's
city.
F. W. Doolin of Watrous came in Brooklyn, Ned Hanlon,
ready to oblige the puNic, opened second prize, Mrs. C. E. Jones, drawn
Bosto
Bill
the doors at a mucc earlier hour than work by Jose Fidel; man's first prize,
last
attend
Dehlen;
night
from that place
Harry Lumley,
'
ton, Al Buckenberger, Fred Tenney, was previously announced, extending Karl Regensberg, shaving set by Win-- j
the dance.
H. L. Dean, who has been a visitor Joe Kelley, Frank Bowerman, Harry to all a hearty welcome.
ters Drug company; man's second
The early comers, more fortunate prize, O. M. Ward, pair of gloves by
in the city for some time, left today Smith, Fred Lake, Fred Tenney, John
than those who came later, had an ' Palace Clothing company.
America; Alfred Rogers, Fatty Grub;
Kling, George Stallings.
for Trinidad.
American
John Trahey, sailoi ; Pat Gonzales,
Philadelphia,
Mrs. C. H, Behringer, who recently
opportunity to view the beautifnl dec- '
League
Best Acted Character
Donald Hart, Rea domino;
moved to Albuquerque, is in the city Connie Mack; Detroit, Ed Barrows, orations of the hall, which, much to
sailor;
Mildred
first
Berda,
Lady's
prize,
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
Bill Armour, George Staliings, Hugh the credit of the decorating commit- leather pillow
blue domino; Leonore
on a short visit.
com-I John
Harris,
Cross
Red
Drug
by
Senator J. S. Clark came in from Jennings; Cleveland, Bill Armour, tee, were the most gorgeous ever pany; lady's second prize, Anna Kiss, Huyck, skating girl; Anne Falch,
Santa Fe last night for a week-en- d
Larry Lajoie, Jim McGuire, George seen in the opera house. The top of j glove and handkerchief box, by Cen-- j queen of diamonds; Ada Wildenstein,
visit in the city.
Stovall, George Davis, Joe Birming- the balcony, decorated in varied col- ter Clock Drug store; man's first Span'sh darker; Edith Wright, beautiJohnT. H. Walsh representative for a ham; Boston, Jimmy Collins, ChicK ored pennants and the raJing draped
prize, Emil Move, gentlemen's set by ful doll; Lionel Ward, Rastus
George Huff, in American flags and yellow and j M Greenberger; man's second prize, son; Alta Fishburn, fairy; Mrs. J. A.
prominent Denver house, is in the city Stahl, Bob Unglaub,
Jim McGuire, red Lake, Patsy Don- wuite bunting, was especially effect- ' John Burks, box of cigars by Adelaide Bally, milkmaid; George Lewis, Span,
on his regular trip.
Stahl ; Chicago, Clark ive. The Toyer and the many pillars Gonzales.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral ovan," Jake
ish cavalier; Mrs; O. M. Ward, purple
Hill left for that place today after a Griffith. Jimmy Callahan, Fielder about the house, being decorated In
aster; O. M. Ward, engineer; Marie
Most Appropriate Costume
short visit in Las Vegas.
Jones, Billy Su'ilivan, .Hugh Duffy, buntings of many colors, added greatLady's first prize, Mrs. John Burks, Wadsworth, suffragette, Mrs. Ethel
Miss Velma Lewis returned today Jimmy Callahan; Washington, Tom ly to the general artistic appearance. cut
R. C- - Haybee,
glass dish by Bacharach Erothers; Luehler, suffragette;
from her home in Wagon Mound. Loftus, Jake' Stahl, Joe Cantillon, From the center cf the ceiling, fes- lady's second prize, Anna Falch, knight; Anna Kiss, gypsy; Ida MontClark Griffith; St. tooned to each corner of the hall, French art vase
Miss Lewis attends the Normal Uni- Jim McAleer,
by Isaac Davis; man's gomery, Ramona; George Sells, WashJack O'Connor, were hung strings of colored electric first
Jim
McAleer,
OVERLAND MOD"!
Louis,
versity.
prize, George Sells, Mexican zar-ap-e ington; Eloise Segura, old lady; Joe
T. J. Scott, transportation inspec- Rhody Wallace, George Stovall; New lights and a number of rther extra
C.
fashioned
A,
old
girl;
by Charles Ilfeld company; man's Duran,
tor for the Santa Fe Railway com- York, Clark Griffith, Norman Elber- - lights about he hail gave the room a second prize, F. W. Doolin, French
Weary Waggles; R. J. Mc
The Briar
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
J. R.
pany, returned last night from one of feld, George Stallings, Hal Chase, brilliancy past description.
Donald, German bartender;
pipe by O. L. Gregory.
Chance.
and
which
of
throne,
quean
his inspecting trips.
any king
Harry Wo'iverton, Frank
Groth, bandit; Placldo Abeytia, lookMort Ludicrous Costume
show ynu.
Wirt Cannell, the well known bail might be proud, was especially beiju-tifn- l,
Benny Chavez, the well known fight
P.
Mrs.
H.
first
ing for him; T. J. Carvill, sunflower;
prize,
Lady's
-coacn
.ecore.-with large
being
Mabel
er, was a visitor in the city today. He player, was ecently appointed
Browne, Majestic coffee urn by L W. Mrs. T. J Carvill, thistle;
to of the Tufts college nine. He for American flags and red, white and
will leave tonight for Trinidad
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co
danc
in
Getz,
Getz,
blue;
Nicholas
second
Myrtle
girl
Iifeld; lady's
prize;
merly played with Boston, Toledo, 'blue bunting. Crowning the top of Cordova, automobile veil by Mrs. A. ing girl; Alice Jones, sunflower girl;
fight another bout at that place.
Williamsport the throne was a garland of small
W. C. Hodgins, vice president of the Toronto,' AHentovn,
Standish; man's first prize, R. J. Mc- Edith Milner, gypsy; Mildred Burda,
Phjne Main 344.
"Vhalen, & Fowler Prtps
colored lights whioh when lighted
and
Reading.
Santa Fe Railway company, passed
one dozen photographs by Old Dutch Cleanser; Elizabeth Teague,
Donald,
n
Scran-tolooked like a. setting of jewels above
Manager Dick Smith, of the
through here today in private car No.
Tooker; mans' second prize, Lloyd Yama Tama girl; Ruby Ragan, dancNew York league team, is strong the other decorations.
21 enroute from Chicago to Los AnJones, Holeproof hose by Hoffman and ing girl; Lillie Milner, Kansas; Emilia
From 7 o'clock until late in the
for Three- - Players, the league in
geles.
Graubarth.
Mundt, Red Riding Hood; Anna Pol delicious refreshments
were served Captain E. J. McWenie, Fred Nolette,
Reginald Young, today returned which he was formerly a manager. evening, the inspection committee,
lack, Bathing girl; Madeline Carrigan,
Best Waltzer
McGuire. The guests of the J. Danziger, Dave
Mrs.
by
Conway and
T.
J.
E.
J.
Hill
of
He
composed
Laubach,
EI
been
Paso
he
has
for
where
from
recently purchased Shortstop
Lady'B first prize, Eya Jones, gold fencing girl; Mrs. Joe Elledge, Irish club and the members present were Charles W, G, Ward.
Wilthe past few days. He stated that and Outfielder'' Donahue from the Plowman, Lorenzo Delgado and
frame picture by Rosenthal Furniture colleen; Joe Elledge, clown; Mrs. P. Mrs. T. J. Roy wood, Mrs. Nunn, Mrs.
V V
"
.
liam Springer, w'as kept busy, identi'
Carl Ellis has not played in the last Quincy club.
company; lady's second prize, Mrs. E. A. Linn, Elk lady; P. A. Linn, colored J. J. Laubach, Mrs. W. H. Coleman, Father Barnum to
i
,'
two basketball games at El Paso on
fying the many maskers who throngcover by dude; Eva Jones, Spanish cavalier; Mrs. H. A.
Simpson, Turkish table
TifMrs.
L
;
S.
Give
Another
Lecture
Seelinger,
entrance
ed
ha'il.
to
the
the
Before
account of illness.
Mrs.
Lady (to tourists' agency official) of the king and queen the carnival j Obaldo Maloof ; man's first prize, Pete Florence Akers, Oriental girl;
fany, Mrs James Baker, Mrs. Charles
At an open meeting' of the Knights
Miss Helen Kelly plans to leave
I have nothing to declare. What
jLinn, dozen pair of Interwoven hose John Burks, flag girl; C. W. Hatch, Behringer, Mrs. Clara Heinemann, of Columbus which will be held la the
spirit was well under way, many of
Monday for Washington, D. C, going shall I
John Burks, delegate Mrs, George A. Morrison and Mis G.
E. Rosenwald and Son; man's sec- - housemaid;
say?
R. C. hall on Thursday evening,
the maskers appearing on the floor by
there to attend the inauguration of
A. Ellsworth, box hobo; Minnie Keene, queen inorning'
Official
Miguel
that
jond
prize,
madam,
you
Say,
'
Schrock.
President-elec- t
and entertaining the spectators. CosWoodrow Wilson. Miss
27, Rev. Father Barnum, B.
February
v
of cigars by the Lobby.
have nothing to declare.
star; Sadie Sparks, queen evening
tumes of every description were seen
wiii give an Interesting tad on
J.,
Kelly, while in Washington, will be
Best Juvenile Character
star; L. A. Welch, locomotive fireman;
Lady Yes, but" suppose they find and the question "Where did 'that
the guest of Mrs. J. E. Hurley, who
Jamaica, that beautiful Isle of the
Sewing Party for
Charles
Girls'
first
Ellene
Minium, fireman; Earl Jones,
prize,
Rogers,
May
something?
come from?" was heard repeatedly
a Visiting Lady.
Carribbean Sea. Every members of
formerly was a resident of Las Vegas.
box of candy, by Potter Candy com- Prince Carnival; Mrs. George Rusby,
On Monday afternoon Mrs. 6. "V. the local council of the Knights of
among the onlookers.
pany; girl's second prize,' Elizabeth princess; Clarence Hile, Irishman;
'So Betty has eloped with Jack
Mxs. R A. Prentiss and Columbus and the members of their
At !8:45 o'clock
Jack Why, you're acting as if
the members of
Gephardt,
Wright, silver mug by Sabino Lujan; George Gonzales, coolred; Napoleon Mrs.
InReed were the hostesses families and guests are
the E; Romero Hose company in their
Haggard. Well, I really can't say I'm you'd like to "be kissed.
Byron
boy's first prize, Willjam Ilfeld, watch Martinez, clown; Pete Tenorio, coon;
at a sewing party at the. Gephardt vited to attend the lecture and it is
Jessica Why, that's not acting.
surprised."
natty blue uniforms with gold trim- and fob
by Daily's curio store; boy's Elsie Mitchell, dry farmer girl; Bertie
"You're not?"
residence given by them in honor of hoped there will be an especially
Jack But ypii,act as if you had mings, formed a path of honor from second
Pembc-rto-n
Gordon, box Leonard, little girl; Mrs. F. P. Sieg-- Mrs.
prize,
the entrance of the hall to the throne
"No; she's let her imagination ru been kissed . before..
Gyger of South. Bend, Ind.,' who huge attendance, for Father Bam urn's
of candy by Simpklna Brothers.
litz, Red Riding Hood; F. P. Sieglitz, is
.
friends here. An enjoy- talk on Jamaica Is an especially eqr
and the king and Queen, with royal
away with her many a time."
.Is that acting.
visiting
Cake Walk
farmer; Barbara Conrad, sunflower able afternoon was
spent by all r at tertalning one. Farther Barnum retread, made their entrance into the
Pete linn and Sirs. J. N. Cook, giant girl; Mrs. A. Langston, Dutch peasant;
the
conclusion
of
which dainty re- cently gave a lecture on Alaska that
room, taking their place on ihe throne
Marie Hayward, school girl; Elsie
cake by Graaf and Hayward.
freshments were served by the host- entertained a large audience and eswhere manv of the maskers went at
Freeman, Japanese lady; Fred Lewis, esses. Tlose
Special Prizes
once to pay their respects. Shortly
present were Mrs. Guy-ge- r, tablished his reputation here as a
clown; J. E. Young, railroad fireman;
Madeline Carrigan,
girl,
fencing
the"
Mrs. C. N. Watson, Mrs. Phil finished and eloquent lecturer.
and
the'
entrance
of
after
king
J. M. Roberts, railroad fireman; Mrs.
souvenir pillow by A. P. Moran.
LeXoir, Mrs. J. E. Copeland,
Mrs,
queen P. D. McElroy announced the
C. E. Jones, postal card girl; Mrs. E,
ciof
box
Pete
Ciddio,
Chinaman,
140
Carl Wertz, Mrs. Morris, Mrs. Clauda Miss Lorna Johnson
over
with
marc",
which,
grand
W. Welch, card girl; C. E. Jones, tal
t i i i t j
maskers in line, was a very impres- gars, by Charles Greenclay.
Straussen, Mrs. David" Hazels, Mrs. Wins the Prize
low pot; C. S. Losey, grenadier; H. C.
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consequences of the most dangerous
character. MalthuB was quite wrong
when he attempted to show that at
life's banquet there was room only for
a limited number of guests. The
guests, explained Pr. Bertillon, were
also cooks, contributing their share
of the banquet That is why people
show a much
with a high birth-ratmore rapid economic advance than
does France.
The consequences of depopulation
are even graver in the realm of intelligence and culture. Technical and
scientific works, whose readers are
limited in number, but which, never
theless, mark the essential condition
of progress, are necessarily published
in languages spoken by the greater
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ere are cordially invited.
neys, for bladder Irregularities, anc
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely reobjections the councillor declared that the class of "captains of industry," for backache and rheumatism.
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main FOR SALE Or rent, one square piano.
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Con- lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Elroy,
Thej
the words of the songs expressed and It is in recognition of her creative do not contain habit
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
don, Secretary.
forming drugs avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B
work in organizing her business that Tonic in action, quick results. O. G
r. either good religion nor good politics.
Pastor.
freen,
directed the government has thus honored her. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co -Ilia chief objection was
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
The creative dressmaker in France Adv.
against the following Hues:
buggies. Inquire 716 Seventh St
m. Sunday School at 9:45 a. m. A
is now protected legally if her ideas
The rich man in his castle,
M Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
20c per 100 lbs.
are stolen. She must, however, prove PROMOTE CHILEAN INDUSTRIES. m.
The poor man at his gate,
FOR SALE Modern nine-roo2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
house,
The public is Invited.
Feb. 22. Farming
Chile,
Santiago,
25o per 100 I be.
not
alone
and
God made them high and lowly
that her general idea,
1,000 Ibe. to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
goo dconditlon, fine location, barand mining in Chile will receive a
30c per 100 Iba,
Each
to
200
lbs.
details of design, have been approDelivery
1,000
And ordered their estate.
lbs.
gain. Inquire M., Optic
CHURCH.
great impetus, it is believed, as a FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
40o per 100 lbs.
SO lbs. to . 200 lbs. Each Delivery
Hopkins asserted that the Almighty priated by a rival. To insure such result of the
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug
435
ot
promise made by
50c per 100 Ibe.
Ibe.
Each
6d
than
Less
Ud nothing of the sort, and he de- protection a copy of all dress models,
Delivery
the nation's most prominent scien las avenue and Tenth street.
verse to e together with adequate descriptions,
clared the following
Morning worship and sermon at 11
tists to devote three hours each week
must be deposited in the French pat- in an
equally offensive:
o'clock.
active personal effort to the
RENT Suite
ent office-- . When this has been done
housekeeping
May we to our betters bow,
Bible study and Sunday school ses FOR
and
extension and development of scienfirst floor, electric lights.
rooms,
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
she may bring suit for infringement tific
Subject to tar parents thou.
a.
sion
m.
9:45
at
methods in the agricultural and
Famous.
Las
Made
Have
Which
Vegas
ol
508
Main.
Qualities
Lasting
of
Several church dignitaries agree
her "patented" dress.
Society of Christian Endeavor at
mining industries. The promise is
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
with Hopkins, but they maintain that
the outcome of a resolution unani- 6:30 p. m.
RENT
ROOM
FOR
Mrs. Van Petten,
the censorship should not be left to In an interesting and lucid lecture
The church extends a most hearty
mously adopted by the National Sci
806 Seventh street.
before the Society of Friends of the
laymen.
to
invitation
all
Strangers
people.
entific
congress at Its eighth annual
Rev. Arthur Waldron, vicar ot Brix- - University of Paris, of which M. Ray-ton- ,
and sojourners in the City especially
convention, which concluded its
FOR RENT Cheap, chicken
hns expressed himself as being niond Polncare
Is
Dr.
ranch
president,
at Temuco today after welcomed.
with 4 room cottage furnished, also
iu favor ot a censorship ot all hyms, Jacques Bertillon ha
at
analyzed
in
been
session nearly two
3 room cottage.
Call 417 Eighth St.
deems absolute length the problem of the depopula-balderdas- having
many of which h
SOCIETY
CHRISTIAN SCIENCt
weeks. Agriculture and mining are
which people rush through I lion of France, lis causes and
the two backbone industries of Chile, Regular services every Sunday morn
the slightest appreciation otiPdies.
Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
the meaning of the words. The vicar In 1S15, said the doctor, the French but their full development has here- Ing at 8 o'clock In O R. C. hall
tofore been nampered by the primi
"1 am with the man n mounted to 18
oald recently:
per cent of the civil- tive methods of
FIRST class room and board, In- operation.
who objects to tho versos quoted. I ized people of the world. They now
8HILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
do not think God made men either
only 10 per cent, and against
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenur
rich or poor; men have done that oO million peoplet who speak French
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all et
Do you know that more real danger
W. R Burgesn, Pastor.
PETER P. MACKEL Rev.Preaching;
themselves. Many of these hymns t here are t oday 120 mil ion who speak
cold
common
a
than
in
in any
particular thing la worth moat
11 a, m., and 8 p. m., by lurks
those who MIGHT BUY-- tha
minor ailments? The
are bad theology, had economics and German, and 150 million who speak
the
of
other
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
a.
m.:
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45
safe way is to take Chamberlain's
That property you want to eU is WORTH MOST to aomeoM
lad everything."
Hardwood Finishing;. Paper Hanrln
This condition is becoming
English.
B. T. P. 9,1p.m. All are welcome Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
nod Glasing.
more accentuated, since in 1911 the
who reads the ada. In thla newspaper and would never hear of
to attend these ervlceapreparation, and rid yourself of the
men
and
)
exSB
nORnllllo
n
a
Shipping
immigration
nl1 wo ntltnldV
number of deaths exceeded the numEstimate Cheerfully Given,
.m.w.
"
your property unless It were advertised here.
iuio
is for sale by all dealers.
Iert3 here predict that the passage ber of births in France, while In other est Side Plisa
Old Town
remedy
pOc
Bvprjrbody ifd The
AQV.
,f the education test for immigrants I countries the excess of births over
Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (and
ntO the
states Will mean a . deaths- ketvt
anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
are
mrornee.
nlirmr
on
of
. at
over
of
100,000 annually in 12 per thousand, gome
and furniture, article of fisetulness of any sort, and musical
gi.iling off
people see a
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
of
UHICHESTERJS'PILL
number
foreigners
the
entering remedy in efforts to decrease mortalAMD
1.dlal Anil Tonr Hrac.lu tor
.American ports.
ity, but the doctor declared this meAs the classified ads. are read by all possible buyr.s, of all posrshfiVenintfl
a
serious
means
PAINTING
loss
SIGN
to
the
to
UmwnZ.
thod
TM A miWpl lrT
be of little or no value.
This
sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best
sible
lem.ship lines, not only because of What was wanted, he said, was an
Ask for tll. r;', .TFR H
.Sold
motiials
lruerlt.
N.
toyioJIMl'"
ff
O.
1M diminution in numbers, hut also extra 430,000 births every year; the
Almr tuHMm
"J ' Vo.f N Y; AW II ynr.kiK.wnw 8t
r.lii.ik. everywhere,
429 GRAND AVE.
i
that
will
fact
of
the
deficit
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS tVERMSM
Involved
they
- i-'- -t.
ecoroonlcal
'piesent
ct
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The offices in the court house were

Hunt's Quality Fruits
Peaches

California

Apricots
Bartlett Pears
Cherries

California
California

Senator John

S.

Clark returned last

a

The Gem Supreme

Birthday.

Mr. and Mrs. Celso uopez of Santa
Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya Fe are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Refuyesterday afternoon set April 14 as gio Esquibefl at their home on the
the date for the probation of the will West side.
(Special Sunday dinners at .Eng- of the late Mrs. Martha Green.
lish. Kitchen.
George Noil, carrier for The Optic,
Everbody Invited.
Jacob Davldhlzer, a farmer living this morning established a record in
517 Douglas avenue. Opposite opera
at Mlshawaka, yesterday afternoon shot gun shooting on the Aroyo Pechouse.
applied at the court house for 6 aa os, killing 13 ducks with 16 shots.
The Ladies' guild of St, Paul's Me- bounty' upon three coyotes killed Dy This is the best record that has been
morial church will meet next Tues- him recently near his home.
made this year by any of the local
day afternoon with Mrs. Seiglitz, 917
huntsmen. George has promised to
A Reliable Range
Sixth street, at 2:30 o'clock.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell suid today have a big feed for the force if his
a
(
c.-he wished to deny the report that good luck continues. This Is a big
Low Price
John Thornhill is reported to be he was the author of the new Indian story but Noll "got away with it."
.
about the same as yesterday. No literature issued by the Harvey sysA small payment puts one in
marked Improvement la yet noticeable. tem. Colonel Twitchell says the ADDRESS ON "BROTHERHOOD."
your home. Satisfaction
books axe magnificent ana he is sorHe is suffering from pneumonia.
of
the
Rev. N. B. Green, pastor
guaranteed.
ry he canont claim the authorship. First Baptist church, announced toA large stock of second hand ranges
always on hand.
Extra fancy tomatoes, crisp celery, However, ho does not wish to take day that he would preach on two exto'
at
head lettuce, parsley, parsnips, beets, credit for some other man's work.
ceptionally interesting topics
regular Sunday services tomorrow.
turnips, carrots and soup bunches at
Ike Davis', the Cash Grocer. Adv.
service Rev. Mr.
Word to the effect that the store of At the morning
Tom Hanna at Lamy was robbed last Green's subject will be "The Kind !
:
All conductors beionging to the O. night was received here
of a Layman, I Want" In the even
today. The
R. C. are requested to be present at loss is not known at
on "Brotherhood."
present, but an ing he will preach
the meeting to be held in the lodge enormous amount of merchandise was At the evening, session members ot
rooms tomorrow morning. Business Btolen.
The' notice all alonsr the line any or all fraternal orders will be
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
of importance will be transacted.
have been notified and the thief :prob- - cordially welcomed, as the address
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
will be of interest to them. The or
Hallett Raynolds. Cashier,
ably will be captured soon.
There wll'i be no services at the
chestra will furnish another beautis. ts. uavis, Vice President.
H, Erie Hoke Assasirnt Cashier.
ful musical program at the evening
piristjiui Tabernacle tonight, butt
FENCE CUTTERS BUSY.
tomorrow morning and evening Rev.
Much trouble has been experienced services, which begin at 7:30 o'clock.
Grim will - deliver aaaresses. The
The public is cordially Invited to ail
lately by the farmers of Mineral Hil'
services were well attended last and
services.
vicinity on account of the depre
of the numerous; dations of fence-cutternight regardless
Fence cut
other attractions about the city. Rev,
FINDS INDICTMENT GOOD.
ting is the most annoying thing that
Urlm will deliver addresses eactt can be
Chicago, Feb. 22. John F. Jelke
done to a man who bas cat
night next week.
tle of any descsription or any one must go on trial on charges that he
who tries to keep his property up in evaded federal taxes on colored oleoThe Fraternal
This was ordered by
Brotherhood will good
shape, say .the Mineral Hill peo margarine.
in' the United States II
hold a business meeting Monday
Anderson
OF LAS VEGAS. N M
Judge
A
ple.
sharp lookout is bring kept
night in its lodge rooms after which for the guilty men and ro doubt be- district court today when he overa social program will be given. Defi- fore
ruled Jelke's demurrer alleging that
long they will be caught.
nite plans as to whether- - the local
The general feeling Is that a por the indictment wa3 faulty.
Capital.JIOO.OOO Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
lodge will send a delegate to Los tion of the
"
population of that district
i
IB
to
the meeting of the grand is
Angeles
ARGUMENTS ARE BEGUN
opposed to the fencing of
strongly
Our
.
Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
lodge will be decided at this meeting.
Vernon, Tex., Feb. 22 Arguments
property and it' may be that the cause
An members
are requested to be lies in
Within the Scope of Good Banking.
B.
were
trial
of
in
J.
the
begun today
the immediate vicinity of Minpresent.
eral Hill. A few years ego the same Sneed, charged with the murder of
thing happened to the fanners of Al Boyce, Jr. The case will go to the
The bowling game last night at
Interest
on 7Into Deposits
this district and it discouraged them jury probably Monday evening.
the Elks' home was called off and as to the extent
that little agricultural
that was the last scheduled game of work was
done for two or three
BERNHARDT SINGS IN PRISON
the league, the teams will not ,plr.y
East week there were four
years.
San Francisco, Cat., Feb. 22. On
under their old names until a new
625
fences cut and on the posts of one
pnson-Duii- t
a
or
is
formed.
is
There
stage, armu scenery
talk
league
of the fences cut a note was left for
Bern
painted by prison bands, Sarah
starting! a new league the first of the owner
saying that the "worst was hardt played in French today Jn the
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
next month. This afternoon a picKod
come."
to
yet
Every effort is being
of San Quentin penitenteam from the bankers of the city
prison
yard
used to trap the cutters and should
tiary for the pleasure of 1,950 con
played against another aggregation
they be caught the full extent of the victs. Many outside guests witnessed
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
of equal strength. The scores of this
law will be enforced upon them, say
the performance at the invitation of
game will be announced Monday.
the angry farmers.
Warden

automobile Jampo
o'clock this evening.

California

1913.

closed all afternoon In observance of evening Irom Santa Fe ana will be
the celebration, of Washington's visitor in the ciiy over Sunday.

LOCAL NEWS
Light

Good Eating

22,

at

Family Range

6:oil

ni pniGE
025.00 to $33.00
at

v

is

just pure fruit, grown in California's sunny orchards,

pre-

pared clean. 'cooked in natural fruit juice and pure cane sugar.
Good For

Breakfast

Good For

Fruit Salads
Desserts"

Good For

J

-

J. C. JOHNSEN
.
-

We Have Them

J. H. Stearns;

V

Grocer

THE OLD RELIABLE

A IN WAGON

l SON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

:

I

ft

Paid

1

NT)

r'l O
& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

CRYSTAL 'BUTTER.
IS MADE FR.OM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

At The Home of

Ik Best of Everything Eatable

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

TRY
CHASE

(EL

SANBORJNS

Coffees or Tea.s
WHEN YOU ARE TIRED
Just Try TKem-TSa- t's

All

Hoyl.e.

The Normal University basketball
IRRIGATION MEN HERE
boys again broke even yesterday v.t
C.
W.
Nibley and Messrs. Stoke and
El Paso, winning one game and losofficials
of ths United Trust
Sigler,
seem
to be playing one. The boys
and Savings company of Salt Lake
as
the
defeated
ball,
poor
they
ing
team that is supposed to be the poor- City, Utah, arrived this afternoon and
est aggregation in the league by only will spend several days in the city.
three points. The score of the game The men are here to investigate the
Camfield irrigation project. They baye
played against the Bisbee, Ariz., team
was 17 to 20 in Bisbee's favor. In the been in communication with Judge
members of the
game against the Cactus club of El David J. Leohy and
Paso the score was 22 to 19 In the Las Vegas grant board for some time
Normal
favor. The Normal in regard to completing the dam and

boys'

GRAAF

&

IIAlill.

1

few days have predicted snow, but not

until today have they delivered the
real goods. Snow has been general
GOSSIP OF THE
all over the western part of the counSHOPS AND YARDS.
try and is now moving toward the
southwestern part. Today's snow Is
the first good start that the storm has
Machinist F. C. Sehmitz has regotten here and old timers say that
from Denver and is now emturned
snow
has
will
the
heaviest
be
this
that
fallen In New Mexico for many years. ployed In the local shops.
Colorado had her snow early this week
Phillip School, lathe man, who was
and reports show thpre that the snow- operated oa lately for in sal trouble,
fall is the heaviest in that eoftntry for is rapidly getting into shape to be
back on the job again.
20 years.
Boilermaker D. Johnson will leave
soon for a ten days' visit with rela
tives in Kansas City.
"I much prefer Steam Laun
Walter Marcotte, who has been em
dry service to home 'launderployed in the shops at Albuquerque
but is at present, on the list of tho'
ing, the color is better and
laid off on account of the reduction
the clothes last longer."
of forces, is in the city visiting his
parents.
This is the remark we hear
About 15 nient have been laid off
it
us
and
every day,
pleases
fn the Inst two weeks, during
here
and repays us for the effort we
the late n'diu Hon and a larsi mi'iiber
have made to bring our
of

D

into popularity.

STORE

on i .n n Bm & o o

"Yes," said the old man, "I find
my strength is failing somewhat. 1
used to walk around the block every
morning; but lately I feel eo tired
when I get half way round I have to

na parboys' per centage is now .500, the El other irrigation works lying
Paso Y. M. C. A. suit being in the tially completed state upon the grant
It Is understood, if the project looks
lead with 1.000 per cent.
turn and come back."
favorable, that the Salt Lake City
it.
will
complete
The weather reports for the past people

iiu

THE

i

Abraham Ruef, who has been all
his life a student and lover of French
literature, was among the few who
could understand In full me spoken
words. The action and motif of the
scenes chosen were explained in a
little pamphlet printed in. the prison
among the
press and distributed
audience.

Our new trenh hot air drying
Is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then wo irou
the flat pieces wash, dry and
Iron the flat work.

TRV

the

men at. Albuquerque

2E333SSJKET''

Have You Ever Tried

"THE KINQ THAT IS NOT

INSTEAD OF LARD.

It comes in

a

i sizes

l2 gallon
i

Business Is good now In the

gallon ...
Give

local shops mid the men expect to be
back at work soon.

joc
$1.35

it a trial and

you will be well peas- ed.

US ONCE
4-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Insist on "Hunts" if you woLnt the highest
quality in canned fruits

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Cooling and

"

Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because, we. believed that then as now we. were
conforming to the above' main principles of modern dairy-Jndesigned W prevent the entrance of bacteria , into the
milk' '
That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) iri
wtrjch we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was arthe required distance from dwelling or
stable.
;:

g

--

,

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterins of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a. few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or aWr'tii it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the eoohlnf? tul living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into tho atth(leI riiilk room make the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk nntiHt is bottled and sealed.

CORBEWSANITARY DAIRY

TOMORROW

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
foeii of A', sin

mt

i

phonnMafn'il

Las Vegas Sfeam
Laundry
Phone Main Si

617 Douglas Are

at the

V

Limi

Y. M. C. A.

The buildinc will be open from
o'clock in the morning until 6 o'clock
in the evening.
Every one is cordially Invited to use the reading rooms
and correspondence desks.

LYE-PEELE-

Delicious In Flavour

Cooking Oil?
it is one of the GREAT.
EST helps in the culinary department of
the home to beUSED

FITS"

Highest In Quality

White Beauty

were also

put on the off list It Is not expectod
tuat 'lie n 'n will be off lonn as the
officials of the comply all over the
system say that business will pick
up about the first of next month. The
woat in California has caused the reduction partially as well as the lack
of minors In the coal mines of New
Mexico.

Son Someone says, dad, that
there's tide in the affairs of men
which leads to fortune. What kind
of tide is that
to
Practical Father Tied down
business.

HUHTS QUALITY

Vega

v'
'

South Pacific St.

mD

5"frr

Phone Main

312

BOUCHER
i

"The Coffee Man"

i EVERYBODY READS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

